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Preface

Power consumption has been widely recognized as a first-class design constraint for embedded processors, due to its impact on operation reliability, system density, and integration costs. While dynamic power has represented the predominant factor in CMOS circuits for many years, the leakage power, which is consumed by each transistor even when no active switching is taking place, is increasingly prominent with technology scale. Now, suppressing the leakage power of embedded processors, especially for battery-driven devices, is a critical challenge facing the embedded system community.

Leakage-efficient design requires an in-depth examination of each system component. In this thesis, we explore the leakage reduction mechanisms on functional units, instruction TLB, and data TLB, all of which take up a significant share of the total leakage consumption of embedded processors but have not been well studied due to their high access frequency and utilization.

As for functional units, we propose a framework to Power Gating (PG) each of the units at runtime by integrating circuit-level, architecture-level, and system software techniques. At circuit-level, we propose a fine-grained power gating technique, which has nano-second order wakeup latency and can be implemented at arbitrary granularity. At architecture-level, a PG control scheme, which keeps a functional unit active only when being used, has been applied. In addition, BET-aware (Break Even Time) PG control schemes, which are guided by the system software (compiler and operating system), have also been proposed to achieve maximum leakage reduction effects.

As for the instruction TLB (iTLB), we exploit the spatial locality of the page-based iTLB references. By inserting a small size storage component, which keeps the recent address-translation information, between the processor and the iTLB, a majority of address-translation requests can be satisfied with the small component without accessing the iTLB. Then, with integration of the Dual Voltage Supply (DVS) technique, the iTLB can be put into low-leakage mode (with the lower voltage supply) and restored to the active mode only when the iTLB look-up becomes necessary. Based on such a design philosophy, three different leakage control policies have also been proposed to achieve the best leakage reduction efficiency.

As for the data TLB (dTLB), we exploit the temporary locality dTLB references. By dividing the overall execution time into smaller time slices, we can observe the dTLB referencing in a finer time resolution, and the locality of dTLB references in and between adjacent slices can be utilized to recognize the contributive dTLB entries in each slice. Then, with integration of the DVS technique,
those non-contributive entries can be put into low leakage mode dynamically.

The proposed mechanisms are evaluated in terms of leakage power consumption by using real-chip/post-layout evaluation based on 65nm CMOS technology. Evaluation results show that the proposed mechanisms can reduce the leakage power consumption of the functional units, iTLB and dTLB by 20%, 50%, and 37% respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The increasing prominence of portable electronics and consumer-oriented devices has become a fundamental driving factor in the design of high-performance low-power embedded processors. In a large part, the interminable requirements on performance have been satisfied by the exponential increases in device density and operating frequency through VLSI technology scaling [1] – with each new technology generation, there is a 2–3× performance increase for embedded processors. This, however, has led to exponential increases in power consumption [2]. High power consumption introduces challenges to various aspects of embedded systems. It increases the cost of cooling and packaging design, reduces system reliability, complicates power supply circuitry design, and reduces battery lifetime. Now, power consumption has been widely recognized as a first-class design constraint for embedded processors [3].

Until very recently, the primary source of power consumption in digital CMOS circuits has been dynamic power. Dynamic power arises from the dynamic switching of load capacitances, and Moore’s law [4] has helped to control it – the continuing reduction in feature size reduces capacitance and the accompanying reductions in supply voltage help to reduce the dynamic switching energy per operation. However, to maintain performance scaling, threshold voltages must also be scaled along with supply voltage. Lowering threshold voltage increases leakage current exponentially, and within a few process generations it is predicted power consumption from static leakage current could be comparable to dynamic power [5].

Fig.1.1 compares the leakage power consumption and its dynamic counterpart with data from existing technologies and projections based on the international technology roadmap for semiconductor (ITRS) [6]. As it can be seen, even in current-generation technology, sub-threshold leakage power consumption is comparable to the dynamic power consumption, and the fraction of the leakage power will increase significantly in the near future1. In fact, the off-state sub-threshold leakage

1The techniques presented in this thesis address sub-threshold leakage, which is the principal component of static power consumption. As will be shown in next chapter, another type of leakage, called gate oxide leakage, is not addressed
component of the total power in a processor may exceed dynamic power as the technology decreases below the 65 nm technology node, according to a projection from Intel [7].

Figure 1.1: Total Chip Dynamic and Leakage Power Dissipation Trends

Moreover, the trend toward ever more complex embedded processors further exacerbates the situation, as large numbers of transistors are added for relatively small improvements in performance. These additional transistors may dissipate considerable leakage power even when not actively switching. Currently, suppressing the leakage power of embedded processors, especially for battery-driven devices, is a critical challenge facing the embedded system community.

1.2 Objective

Leakage-efficient design requires an in-depth examination of each system component and has become a very active research field in last decade. Fig.1.2 presents a high-level block diagram of a embedded processor. The diagram is based on MIPS R3000 architecture [8] which includes all essential function blocks of modern embedded processors – pipeline structure, register files (RF), functional units (FUs), level-1 instruction cache (iCache) and data cache (dCache), memory controller (Mem Cont.), instruction translation lookaside buffer (iTLB), and data translation lookaside buffer (dTLB). Previous leakage reduction mechanisms were mainly applied to the on-chip caches, because the large semiconductor footprints and regular access properties of cache memory made them an excellent target for developing high-level mechanisms to fight leakage. With integration of circuit-level low-leakage techniques, those mechanisms can reduce the leakage power by appropriately switching the whole or parts of the cache memory between the normal mode and the low-leakage mode. Although significant leakage reduction effects on cache memory have been achieved, leakage reduction mechanisms on other components are also indispensable to guarantee the overall leakage reduction architecturally but rather at the process level.
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1.3 Contribution

In this thesis, we explore the leakage reduction mechanisms on other on-chip components. Based on the leakage analysis of each on-chip component of a representative embedded processor – MIPS R3000, we select three of them as the leakage-reduction target – functional units, instruction TLB, and data TLB – all of which take up a significant share of the total leakage consumption of embedded processors but have not been well studied due to their high access frequency and utilization.

Figure 1.2: Block Diagram of a MIPS R3000 Processor

In this thesis, we select three different on-chip components – functional units, instruction TLB, and data TLB as the leakage reduction target based on a comprehensive leakage analysis of a MIPS R3000 processor.

- As for functional units, we propose a framework to Power Gating (PG) each of the units at run-time by integrating circuit-level, architecture-level, and system software techniques.
  1) At circuit-level, we propose a fine-grained power gating technique, which has nano-second order wakeup latency and can be implemented at arbitrary granularity.
  2) At architecture-level, a PG control scheme, which keeps a functional unit active only when being used, has been applied.
  3) In addition, BET-aware (Break Even Time) PG control schemes, which are guided by the
system software (compiler and operating system), have also been proposed to achieve maximum leakage reduction effects.

- As for the instruction TLB (iTLB), we propose a leakage-efficient structure by exploiting the spatial locality of the page-based iTLB references. Following topics have been discussed:
  1) We explore the leakage reduction opportunity embodied in the instruction stream; that is, when a program enters a physical page, following instructions tend to be fetched from the same page for a considerable long time.
  2) We insert a small size storage component, which keeps the recent address-translation information, between the processor and the iTLB. Thus, a majority of address-translation requests can be satisfied with the small component without accessing the iTLB.
  3) We implement the iTLB with integration of the Dual Voltage Supply (DVS) technique. The iTLB can be put into low-leakage mode (with the lower voltage supply) and restored to the active mode only when the iTLB look-up becomes necessary.
  4) Based on such a design philosophy, three different leakage control policies have also been proposed to achieve the best leakage reduction efficiency.

- As for the data TLB (dTLB), we propose a leakage-efficient structure by exploiting the temporary locality dTLB references. Following topics have been discussed:
  1) We explore the leakage reduction opportunity embodied in data references; that is, in a short time period, only a small subset of dTLB entries actually serves for the data-address translation requests.
  2) By dividing the overall execution time into smaller time slices, we can observe the dTLB referencing in a finer time resolution, and the locality of dTLB references in and between adjacent slices can be utilized. A mechanism has been proposed to recognize the only the contributive dTLB entries in each time slice.
  3) We implement the dTLB with integration of the DVS technique, those non-contributive entries in each time slot can be put into low leakage mode dynamically.

The proposed mechanisms are evaluated in terms of leakage power consumption by using real-chip/post-layout evaluation based on 65nm CMOS technology. Evaluation results show that the proposed mechanisms can reduce the leakage power consumption of the functional units, iTLB and dTLB by 20%, 50%, and 37% respectively.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows, and the thesis organization is illustrated in Fig.1.3. Chapter 2 introduces the underlying mechanics of leakage. This chapter also surveys current circuit and ar-
Figure 1.3: Thesis organization

architectural technologies on microprocessors. Since leakage-efficient design requires an in-depth examination of each system component, Chapter 3 presents the leakage consumption of each on-chip component of a representative embedded processor – MIPS R3000, and based on the analysis results, three on-chip components – functional units, instruction TLB, and data TLB are picked up the leakage-reduction targets of this thesis. Chapter 4, 5, and 6 explore the leakage reduction mechanisms on functional units, iTLB, and dTLB respectively. Chapter 7 summarizes the proposed mechanisms and provides a discussion about the future research directions. Then it concludes this thesis.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

Static power consumption has grown to a significant portion of total power consumption in recent years. In CMOS technology, static power consumption is due to the imperfect nature of transistors which “leak” current – thereby constantly consuming power – even when they are not switching. The advent of this form of static power, called leakage power, was forecasted early on [1] [5], giving architects the opportunity to propose techniques to address it. Such techniques are the focus of this chapter.

Considerable work to reduce leakage power consumption is taking place at the process level [9]. In fact, process solutions such as the high-k dielectric materials in Intel’s 45 nm process technology, are already employed. Addressing the problem at the circuit level and architectural level are, however, indispensable because they can be used orthogonally to process technology solutions. The importance of circuit and architectural techniques is magnified by the exponential dependence of leakage power to various operating parameters such as supply voltage ($V_{dd}$), temperature ($T$), and threshold voltage ($V_{th}$). Exponential dependence implies that a leakage reduction solution that works well at some specific operating conditions may not be enough – the problem is bound to reappear with the same intensity as before but at higher temperatures or lower voltages.

In this chapter we briefly illustrate the circuit-level leakage reduction techniques after a short introduction on underlying mechanics of leakage. It is important to note that the techniques presented in this chapter address a specific type of leakage, called sub-threshold leakage. Another type of leakage, called gate oxide leakage, is not addressed at the circuit level but rather at the process level.
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2.2 Leakage Power

Static power is so called because it is consumed by every transistor even when no active switching is taking place. In older technologies (e.g., NMOS, TTL, ECL, etc.) it is an inherent problem, because a path from Vdd to ground is open even when transistors are not switching. With the advent of CMOS, static power became less of a concern because the complementary gate design prevents open paths from Vdd to ground. Unfortunately, static power resurfaced in CMOS in the form of leakage power. In the latest process generations leakage power increases exponentially, principally because of reductions in the threshold voltage. Leakage power increased to levels never seen before in CMOS – levels comparable to the dynamic (switching) power consumption – when technology scaling entered the deep-submicron territory in feature size (<180 nm). Currently, 20% ~ 40% of the total power consumption is attributed to leakage power. [10]

CMOS leakage power arises due to leakage currents. The total leakage current ($I_{\text{leak}}$) times the supply voltage gives the leakage power consumption, $P_{\text{leak}}$:

$$P_{\text{leak}} = V \times I_{\text{leak}},$$

(2.1)

Leakage currents are a manifestation of the true analog nature of transistors, as opposed to our idealized view of them as perfect digital switches. The state of a transistor (on or off) is controlled by the voltage on its gate terminal. If this voltage is above the threshold voltage ($V_{\text{th}}$) the channel beneath the gate conducts, allowing current in the on state ($I_{\text{on}}$) to flow from the source (Vdd) to the drain (GND, ground). In the opposite case (gate voltage below $V_{\text{th}}$), we like to think that the transistor is off (perfect insulator). But in reality transistors leak – leakage currents flow even in their off state. As shown in Fig.2.1, this is evident in the I-V curve where current flows even below the threshold voltage where the device is supposed to be “off”.

![I-V Curve for a nMOS](image)

**Figure 2.1:** I-V Curve for a nMOS

The current that flows from source to drain when the transistor is off is called sub-threshold
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leakage. But that is not all. There are five more types of leakage [10]: reverse-biased-junction leakage, gate-induced-drain leakage, gate-oxide leakage, gate-current leakage, and punch through leakage. The sub-threshold leakage and gate-oxide leakage dominate the total leakage current in devices. Both increase exponentially with each new technology generation with the gate-oxide leakage significantly outpacing the sub-threshold leakage.

In sub-micron technologies, sub-threshold and gate leakage are the cost we have to pay for the increased speed afforded by scaling. Supply voltage scaling attempts to curb an increase in dynamic power. Unfortunately, this strategy also leads to an enormous increase in the sub-threshold and gate leakage problem. This explains why static power has been gaining on dynamic power as a percentage of the total power consumption with every process generation.

2.2.1 Sub-threshold Leakage

Sub-threshold leakage increases with technology scaling due to Vdd scaling. The supply voltage (Vdd) is scaled along with other physical quantities to reduce dynamic power consumption. Scaling solely the supply voltage, however, increases the delay (switching speed) of the transistor. This is because the delay is proportional to the inverse of the current that flows in the on state – the Ion current.

\[
\text{Delay} \propto \frac{1}{I_{\text{on}}} \propto \frac{Vdd}{(Vdd - Vth)^\alpha}, \tag{2.2}
\]

This current, Ion, is a function of the supply voltage and the difference between the supply voltage and the threshold voltage (Vth). The factor \( \alpha \) is a technology-dependent factor taking values greater than 1 (between 1.2 and 1.6 for recent technologies) [11]. Since Vdd is lowered in order to maintain the speed increase from scaling, the only course of action is to also lower the threshold voltage. Herein lies the problem: sub-threshold leakage increases exponentially with lower threshold voltage.

To understand the basic mechanisms for leakage reduction, we have to take a closer look at the formulas describing leakage current. We base our discussion on the Berkeley Predictive Model (BSIM3V3.2) formula for sub-threshold leakage [12] (which is also the starting point for the simplified Butts and Sohi models [13]). The formula describing the sub-threshold leakage current, \( I_{D_{\text{sub}}} \), is:

\[
I_{D_{\text{sub}}} = I_{s0}(1 - e^{-\frac{Vdd}{\nu t}})e^{\frac{Vgs - Vth}{\eta}}e^{\frac{Vos - Vth}{\nu}}, \tag{2.3}
\]

Where

\[
I_{s0} = K(W/L)\nu_t^2, \tag{2.4}
\]

\[
V_{th} = V_{th0} - \gamma V_{bs} - \eta V_{ds}, \tag{2.5}
\]

and \( V_{ds} \) is the voltage bias across the drain and the source, and \( V_{gs} \) is the voltage bias across the gate
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\(V_{off}\) is an empirically determined BSIM model parameter and \(\nu_t (\nu_t = kT/q)\) is a physical parameter called thermal voltage which is proportional to the temperature, \(T\). \(\gamma\) is the linearized body effect coefficient; \(V_{bs}\) is the source to body voltage; \(\eta\) is the DIBL (drain induced barrier lowering) coefficient; and \(K\) is a process constant. The term \(n\) encapsulates various device constants, while the term \(I_{s0}\) depends on the transistor geometry (in particular, the aspect ratio of the transistor, \(W/L\)).

Immediately, this equation shows the dependence of leakage on \(W/L\), and its exponential dependence on \(V_{ds}, V_{gs}, V_{th}\), and \(T\).

1) \(W/L\), transistor geometry: Leakage grows with the aspect ratio of a transistor and with its size. Butts and Sohi [13] use simplified models that encapsulate transistor geometry in the \(k_{design}\) parameter. They point out that very small transistors such as those found in SRAMs can leak much less than sized-for-performance logic gate transistors. Transistor sizing is primarily a circuit-level concern and it will not preoccupy us at the architecture level.

2) \(V_{ds}\), voltage differential between the drain and the source: This is probably the most important parameter concerning the architectural techniques developed for leakage. Two important leakage-control techniques that are based on reducing \(V_{ds}\) are the transistor stacking technique [14] [15] and the drowsy technique [16]. Both these techniques rely on the \((1 - e^{-(V_{ds}/V_{th})})\) factor of the sub-threshold leakage equation. This factor is approximately 1 with a large \(V_{ds}\) (i.e., \(V_{ds} = V_{dd}\) and \(V_{dd} >> \nu_t\)) but falls off rapidly as \(V_{ds}\) is reduced.

3) \(V_{gs}\), voltage differential between the gate and source: Regarding sub-threshold leakage for devices in their normal “off” state, this factor can be set to zero, so it is not a concern. Butts and Sohi use this assumption to arrive at their simplified leakage model [13]. However, \(V_{gs}\) plays a significant role in the gate-oxide leakage as discussed in next subsection.

4) \(V_{th}\), threshold voltage: The threshold voltage – the voltage level that switches on the transistor – significantly affects the magnitude of the leakage current in the off state. The exponential dependence of sub-threshold leakage on \((V_{th})^{-1}\) is evident in the last factor of equation 2.3: the smaller the \(V_{th}\), the higher is the leakage. Raising the threshold voltage reduces the sub-threshold leakage but compromises switching speed.

Many circuit-level techniques, e.g., MTCMOS, Reverse Body Bias (RBB) and larger-than-Vdd Forward Body Bias (FBB) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21], have been developed to provide a choice of threshold voltages. These techniques provide multiple threshold voltages at the process level (for example, MTCMOS offers high-Vth and low-Vth devices) or vary the threshold voltage dynamically by applying bias voltages on the semiconductor body (e.g., RBB and larger-than-Vdd FBB).

5) \(T\), temperature: Last but not the least, sub-threshold leakage exponentially depends on temperature, \(T\), via the thermal voltage term \(\nu_t\) [22] [23] [24] [25]. This is actually a dangerous dependence since it can set off a phenomenon called thermal runaway [26]. If leakage power – or for that matter any other source of power consumption – causes an increase in temperature, the thermal voltage \(\nu_t\) also increases linearly to temperature. This leads, in turn, to an exponential increase in leakage,
which further increases temperature. This vicious circle of temperature and leakage increase can be so severe as to seriously damage the semiconductor. The solution is to keep the temperature below some critical threshold so that thermal runaway cannot happen. Cooling techniques, combined with accurate thermal monitoring, are used for this purpose.

2.2.2 Gate Leakage

Gate leakage (also known as gate-oxide leakage) is a major concern because of its tremendous rate of increase. It grew 100-fold from the 130 nm technology (2001) to the 90 nm technology (2003) [9]. Major semiconductor companies are switching to high-k dielectrics in their process technologies to alleviate this problem [9].

Gate leakage occurs due to direct tunneling of electrons through the gate insulator – commonly silicon dioxide, $SiO_2$ – that separates the gate terminal from the transistor channel [27] [28]. The thickness, $Tox$, of the gate $SiO_2$ insulator must also be scaled along with other dimensions of the transistor to allow the gate’s electric field to effectively control the conductance of the channel. The problem is that when the gate insulator becomes very thin, quantum mechanics allow electrons to tunnel across. When the insulating layer is thick, the probability of tunneling across it is virtually non-existent. As the insulating layer becomes thinner, tunneling becomes stronger. Gate-oxide thickness has scaled from 100 nm to just 1.2 nm in 90 nm and 65 nm technologies. This corresponds to a thickness of just 4~5 atoms [29]! The result is an uncontrollable, exponential increase in gate leakage.

Gate leakage is somewhat dependent on temperature but strongly dependent on the insulator thickness and the gate-to-source ($Vgs$) or gate-to-drain ($Vgd$) biases seen by the device. Without the $Vgs$ or $Vgd$ biases, the necessary electric field to cause the electrons to tunnel across the gate is absent. Since the supply voltage determines the magnitude of $Vgs$ and $Vgd$, scaling $Vdd$ reduces gate leakage. There is also a weaker dependence of gate leakage on $Vds$ – the voltage across the drain and source – that ties gate leakage to the state of a circuit [30].

The most promising remedy for gate leakage, and the one that is currently in use in the latest generation 45 nm technologies, is to insulate the gate using high-k dielectric materials instead of the more common $SiO_2$ oxide material. A thicker insulating layer of a high-k material can be as good as a thin layer of a low-k material. The increased thickness significantly reduces the tunneling effect but at the same time does not compromise the ability of the gate to control the channel. In other words, performance is not compromised.

Gate leakage has not been given the same attention as sub-threshold leakage at the architecture level or the circuit level. For the most part, it is considered as an additional leakage component and the hope is that process-level solutions will address the problem.
2.3 Circuit-level Leakage Control Techniques

This section briefly presents and compares several circuit-level leakage control techniques. Leakage has several different components, however the largest components are sub-threshold related [31]. As mentioned in last subsection, leakage control techniques focus on controlling one or more terms in equation 2.3. The most prevalent techniques can be categorized as reducing $V_{gs}$, increasing $V_{th}$, lowering $V_{bs}$, and reducing $V_{ds}$. Several different methods for controlling these terms are described below along with how they relate the equation.

1) Reverse Body Bias (RBB)

Since leakage currents are a function of the device thresholds, one method for controlling leakage is to control $V_{th}$ through the use of substrate, or body, bias. In this case, the substrate or the appropriate well is biased so as to raise the transistor thresholds thus reducing leakage. Since raising $V_{th}$ also affects performance, the bias can be applied adaptively such that during active mode the reverse bias is small while in standby mode the reverse bias is more negative. Thus, reverse body bias reduces leakage by increasing $V_{th}$ due to decreasing the $\gamma V_{bs}$ in equation 2.5. Use of body bias requires a substrate bias-generator to generate the bias voltage. This generator will consume some dynamic power, partially offsetting any gain from reduced leakage. However, a more significant issue with the use of substrate biasing for leakage reduction is that it is generally less effective in advanced technologies [32]. The body effect factor $\gamma$ decreases with advanced technologies [33], reducing the extent of the leakage control. Consequently, reductions of 4x at 90nm and only 2x at 65nm have been reported [34].

2) Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS)

One technique for reducing dynamic power, dynamic voltage scaling, can also be used for reducing leakage power. DVS works by reducing the power supply voltage $V_{dd}$ when the work load does not require maximal performance. DVS can also be applied to inactive circuits for leakage reduction. In equation 2.3, the reduction in $V_{dd}$ is reflected in a smaller value for $V_{ds}$ which has an exponential effect on leakage. Power savings of 8x to 16x have been reported when scaling the voltage to the 300mV range, the lowest voltage at which state can be maintained [35]. However, DVS requires additional circuitry to monitor and predict the workload as well as a dynamic voltage regulator to dynamically adjust the supply voltage. Also, the timing analysis of DVS circuitry is complicated since proper operation must be validated over a number of additional voltage points. Nevertheless, DVS has been combined with RBB for even greater leakage reduction than either technique can achieve alone [36].

3) Multi-Vth Cell Swapping

The most prevalent technique used to date for leakage reduction is multi-Vth cell swapping, most commonly deployed with two different transistor thresholds (and hence known as dual-Vth cell optimization) [37] [38]. In this technique, low-Vth cells are used on critical paths while high-Vth cells are used on non-critical paths. The low-Vth cells are fast but leaky, while the high-Vth cells are
just the opposite. Thus, the multi-Vth technique can reduce leakage power without any performance penalty.

A significant advantage of multi-Vth cell swapping is that it is generally footprint neutral. That is, no floor planning or layout changes are required for implementation. High-Vth cells replace their low-Vth equivalents in exact positions in the layout, thus effectively changing only the implant mask. Leakage can typically be reduced by about 50% compared to a circuit implemented with all low-Vth cells although the reduction is heavily dependent upon the amount of available slack in the original circuit [39]. However, the remaining low-Vth cells still consume significant amounts of leakage power. Thus, this technique is usually insufficient for achieving large reductions in standby mode leakage power. For this reason, designers have turned to more aggressive leakage control design techniques such as MTCMOS power gating [40].

4) MTCMOS Power Gating

MTCMOS power gating is a design technique in which a power gating transistor is inserted in the stack between the logic transistors and either power or ground, thus creating a virtual supply rail or a virtual ground rail, respectively [41] [42] [43]. Such configurations are shown in Fig.2.2. The logic block contains all low-Vth transistors for fastest switching speeds while the switch transistors, header or footer, are built using high-Vth transistors to minimize the leakage. Power gating can be implemented without using multiple thresholds, but it will not reduce leakage as much as if implemented with multiple thresholds. MTCMOS refers to the mixture of the transistor thresholds in power gating circuits. The most common implementations of power gating use a footer switch alone to limit the switch area overhead. High-Vth NMOS footer switches are about half the size of equivalent-resistance high-Vth PMOS header switches due to differences in majority carrier mobilities.

![Power Gating Structure (footer switch)](image)

**Figure 2.2:** Power Gating Structure (footer switch)

Power gating reduces leakage by reducing the gate-to-source voltage which in turn drives the
logic transistors deeper into the cutoff region. This occurs because of the stack effect. The source terminal of the bottom-most transistor in the logic stack is no longer at ground, but rather at a voltage somewhat above ground due to the presence of the power gating transistor. Leakage is reduced due to the reduction of the $V_{gs}$.

Power gating itself has several variants, such as Super Cut-off CMOS [44] and Zigzag Super Cut-off CMOS [45]. In Super Cut-off CMOS, instead of using high-Vth NMOS or PMOS switch transistors, low-Vth switch transistors are used. In standby mode, the switches are driven deeper into cut-off by applying a gate voltage below $V_{ss}$ for NMOS switches and above $V_{dd}$ for PMOS switches, thus decreasing $V_{gs}$ beyond what can be achieved with conventional gate voltages. In Zigzag Super Cut-off CMOS, both header and footer switches are used in an alternating fashion along logic paths in combination with super cutoff CMOS to reduce the amount of time required for the virtual rails to settle after turning on the switch transistors.

Power gating can be combined with other leakage reduction techniques, such as those described above, to achieve even greater leakage reduction. When implemented alone, power gating can achieve 100–1000x reduction in leakage [46]. When implemented in combination with other techniques, such as reverse body bias on the switch, the reduction can be even larger.
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Undeniably, the most fruitful ground for developing leakage-reduction techniques at the architectural level has been the cache hierarchy [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59]. The large number of transistors in the on-chip memory largely justifies the effort (or obsession) even though these transistors are not the most “leaky” – that distinction goes to the high-speed logic transistors [13]. In addition, the regularity of design and the access properties of the memory system have made it an excellent target for developing high-level policies to fight leakage. In this section, we present three representative architecture-level leakage control techniques on the cache memory.

2.4.1 Cache Decay

The technique, called cache decay, turns a cache line off if a pre-set number of cycles have elapsed since its last access [47]. However, turning off a cache line that is in active use incurs extra dynamic power re-fetching the line from lower cache levels. Therefore, a central goal of cache decay is to accurately predict when a cache line is no longer useful, or – as it is more commonly known – when a cache line is dead.

2.4.1.1 Generational Behavior

Cache decay is based on the fundamental generational behavior of cache lines, which was first discovered by Wood, Hill, and Kessler in their effort to support faster trace driven cache simulation [60].

A generation begins when a cache line is brought into the cache after a miss. Immediately after the miss, a flurry of access activity ensues. While the cache line is being accessed, it is in its live time. At some point, the accesses cease and the cache line sits idle waiting to be evicted to make room for a new line. The time spent in this state is called the dead time. The fundamental characteristic of the generational behavior of cache lines, the reason why most of the cache is “empty” of useful data, and the reason why unknown references in trace sampling have a very high miss rate, is that (on average) the dead time of cache lines by far exceeds their live time. Simulations with SPEC2000 benchmarks show that total dead time (for all cache lines) accounts for about 80% of the total time, on average. This fundamental characteristic is exactly what cache decay tries to exploit.

Cache decay tries to guess whether a cache line is live at any particular point in time. It does this by measuring elapsed time since the last access to the cache line. Since the cache line is accessed only during its live time – which is typically short – it follows that the inter-access time between two consecutive accesses should be particularly short. It is easy then to guess when a cache line is not in its live time: if sufficient time has passed without an intervening access then most likely the cache line has entered its dead time and awaits eviction.

The main task of cache decay is to gauge the idle time of a cache line in relation to its inter-access times. When the idle time of a cache line exceeds a limit called the decay interval (which is set to be
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beyond the cluster of the small inter-access times), the cache line is predicted to be in its dead time and is shut off using a gated-Vdd sleep transistor.

2.4.1.2 Implementation

While there are a few possible implementations for cache decay (including some analog varieties), one of the better known methods uses a scheme of hierarchical counters [47]. The idea is to use counters in the cache lines to measure their idle time. A counter works like a stopwatch: it starts ticking after an access; if the cache line is accessed, it is reset; if, however, it ticks uninterrupted until it reaches the decay interval then the cache line is pronounced “dead”. A counter maximum in the thousands would incur too much overhead, however, to include with each and every cache line.

The solution is to use much smaller, coarser-grain counters in the cache lines. These small counters advance every few hundreds (or even thousands) of cycles rather than every single one. The beat is given by a single global cycle counter which counts these larger intervals. So, for example, if the global counter counts 1024 cycles and the local cache line counters are 2 bits, then they count decay intervals up to $4 \times 1024$ cycles. This scheme minimizes overhead, since the global counter can be easily piggybacked on cycle counters commonly found inside processor cores and the local cache line counters can be implemented asynchronously to minimize switching overhead. The high-level view of the cache decay implementation and the hierarchical counters are presented in Fig.2.3

![State Diagram for 2-bit (S1, S0), saturating, Gray-code counter with two inputs (WRD, T)](image_url)

**Figure 2.3:** Cache Decay Implementation
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2.4.1.3 Results

Cache decay has been extensively tested using the SPEC2000 in many cache configurations (e.g., instruction, data, L1, L2, direct mapped, set associative, and for many cache sizes). Overall, decay is very successful in switching off a significant part of the cache, on the order of 70% for Level-1 caches, impacting a minimal performance penalty of a few percent (less than 4%).

However, decay can also result in energy and performance penalties. Because of the destructive nature of the power-gating mechanism, mistakenly switching off a cache line results in an additional L2 access. These are called decay-induced misses and cost not only in energy (reducing the energy benefit of decay) but also in performance.

Further results can be found in Hanson’s work with Hrishikesh, Agarwal, Keckler, and Burger. Hanson’s work is one of the most detailed and extensive studies on cache decay and provides comparisons with two other leakage-saving techniques for caches. A detailed technical report by Hanson et al. greatly expands on the initial results reported for decay [61].

One disadvantage of the power-gating mechanism is that it destroys state. The first approaches to control leakage based on this mechanism [47] [51] are known as non-state-preserving. In the case of cache decay and related approaches, the reasoning is that most of the lost state is useless anyway. And that would be fine if it were not for the problem of mistakes – decay-induced misses – which actually harm performance. The drowsy effect was proposed to address this problem, introducing a new class of state-preserving leakage-reduction techniques.

2.4.2 Drowsy Cache

In response to the problem of losing state caused by power gating, Flautner, Kim, Martin, Blaauw, and Mudge proposed another approach to curb leakage in memory cells [48]. The drowsy mode is a low supply voltage mode for the memory cells, i.e., Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) for leakage.

Similar to the DVS approaches discussed in subsection 2.3, this type of DVS also has to do with idleness; but without frequency scaling. Memory cells which are idle, i.e., are not actively accessed, can be voltage-scaled into a drowsy mode. In this mode, transistors leak much less than with a full Vdd. Fig.2.4 shows the design of a drowsy cache. A “drowsy” bit controls the two levels of supply voltage (Vdd or VddLow) to the memory cells of a cache line. Memory cells are in drowsy mode when fed from VddLow.

The leakage reduction of the drowsy mode is not as profound as that of the gated-Vdd approach which completely cuts off the path to Vdd (or, equivalently, to ground). However, allowing for some nonzero supply voltage preserves the state of the memory cell. This happens as long as the supply voltage is strong enough to replenish the charge in the cell’s internal nodes. However, a memory cell in drowsy mode cannot be accessed with the full-Vdd circuitry of the cache. It first has to be voltage-scaled back to full Vdd. Because this is not instantaneous, there is a penalty, albeit small, in accessing drowsy cells.
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2.4.2.1 Implementation and Results

Because state is preserved in drowsy mode, there is no danger in experiencing long miss latencies when accessing drowsy cache lines. The penalty to voltage-scale a drowsy cache line back to full Vdd is relatively small – a few (single-digit) cycles. Whereas it would matter significantly which cache lines are put into low-leakage mode in a nonstate-reserving technique, with the drowsy mode it does not matter; mistakes cost very little. This makes sophisticated techniques that determine the idleness of cache lines unnecessary, especially if one factors in their dynamic power cost. Flautner et al. thus propose a very simple policy – fittingly called Simple – for the drowsy mode: the whole cache is periodically put into drowsy mode – all of the cache lines regardless of usefulness or idleness. The small percentage of active cache lines are going to exit the drowsy mode, on demand, incurring a small latency penalty. Since this latency is experienced on hits, programs which are sensitive to hit latency are going to be hurt the most. A variable hit latency can also complicate instruction scheduling in an out-of-order core, further degrading the performance [62].

The simple policy is quite effective: it can put into drowsy mode 80% ~ 90% of a 32KB L1 data cache while incurring a slight performance penalty of 1%. These numbers are for a four-instruction wide out-of-order core and assume a very aggressive one-cycle penalty for accessing drowsy cache lines. The Simple policy does not perform as well with instruction caches which need to be handled differently.

2.4.2.2 Improvements on the drowsy policy

Petit, Sahuquillo, Such, and Kaeli [63] improved on the Simple policy by applying few smart heuristics. Their approach is to maintain the low complexity of the initial idea by adding very little hard-
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ware. The goal is to improve on the Simple policy which blindly puts all cache lines in drowsy mode. In the Simple policy no effort is spent to distinguish between active (important) and idle (useless) cache lines. On the other hand, precisely determining the individual status of each and every cache line, la cache decay, veers off the desired course of simplicity. Instead, Petit et al. propose simpler heuristics to filter the lines that are put in the drowsy mode. Considering the cache lines in an associative set, it is obvious that if there is a live cache line among them it must be the most recently used (MRU) line. Thus, the first policy is to exclude the MRU line from going into drowsy mode. In fact, the policy allows only the MRU line to remain awake in the set. The policy is called MRU ON, or simply MRO. Upon a hit on a drowsy line, the line is woken up and becomes the MRU line. The previous MRU line is put in the drowsy mode. According to Petit et al., 92% of the cache hits are hits on the MRU line so a change in the MRU status, which incurs dynamic switching, is rare.

The second policy simply keeps awake the two most recently used lines per set in as much as both are good candidates for being active (alive) rather than idle (dead). The policy is called Two-MRO (TMRO). This choice is justified because most of the remaining 8% of the hits that do not hit the MRU line are accesses to the second most recently used line. Since more lines per set are kept awake energy savings are less than MRO but accesses to drowsy lines are minimized.

2.4.3 Hotspot Detection on Instruction Caches

The compiler can also provide application-sensitive leakage control. For example, a program’s source code could include explicit loop-level cache line turn-off instructions. Researchers at the Pennsylvania State University have developed a scheme to manage instruction cache leakage that is sensitive to changes in temporal and spatial locality during program execution [50]. The scheme builds on drowsy cache techniques. It associates each cache line with a mode bit that controls whether the line is awake and accessible or in low-leakage drowsy mode. Periodically, a global sleep signal resets all the mode bits to put all the cache lines in drowsy mode. This approach is based on the notion that working sets change periodically. In reality, the change is gradual, so asserting the sleep signal will unnecessarily put some lines that are part of the working set into drowsy mode.

2.4.3.1 Identifying hotspots

One improvement on this basic idea prevents inadvertent mode transitions by augmenting each cache line with a local voltage-control- mask bit. When set, the VCM masks the influence of the global sleep signal and prevents mode transition. The VCM bits are set based on information from an enhanced branch target buffer. The BTB monitors how often an application accesses the different basic blocks and uses this information to identify whether they belong to a program hotspot. Once the BTB determines that a program is within a hotspot, the processor sets a global mask bit, then sets the VCM bits of all accessed cache lines to indicate the program hotspot. The processor updates the BTB access-frequency counters and the VCM bits periodically to reflect the change in program
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2.4.3.2 Predicting transitions

A second improvement focuses on predicatively transitioning the cache lines that an application program will access next from sleep to normal mode. The predictive strategy avoids the performance and associated leakage penalty incurred from accessing a cache line in sleep mode. Since sequentiality is the norm in code execution, the program counter predicatively transitions the next cache line to the normal mode when it accesses the current line. This technique is referred to as just-in-time activation.

2.4.3.3 Tracking access moves

Finally, asserting the global sleep signal when accesses move from one cache sub-bank to another enables the processor to identify opportunities for sleep mode transition when spatial locality changes. This differs from asserting the global sleep signal periodically to capture temporal locality changes.

2.4.3.4 Performance improvements

When averaged across 14 SPEC2000 benchmarks, these three improvements provide an average leakage energy savings of 63% in the instruction cache compared to using no leakage management, 49% compared to the bank-based turnoff scheme, and 29% percent over the compiler-based turnoff scheme.
2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we briefly introduced the underlying mechanics of leakage power and the circuit-level leakage reduction techniques. In addition, three representative leakage-control mechanisms on caches, which combine the circuit-level techniques and efforts on architecture-level, have also been illustrated. Although these mechanisms can achieve a significant leakage power reduction on the on-chip caches, to ensure the overall leakage-reduction effect of the whole processor, leakage-reduction mechanisms on other on-chip components are also necessary. For such a purpose, in Chapter 3, a comprehensive leakage analysis of embedded processors is presented; and based on the analysis result, we pick up three components (functional units, iTLB, and dTLB) as the leakage-reduction targets. Then, in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6, leakage-reduction mechanisms on these components will be illustrated with combination of the circuit-level techniques presented in Section 2.3.
Chapter 3

Embedded Processor Leakage Analysis

3.1 Introduction

Low-leakage processor design requires an in-depth examination of each on-chip component, and in the chapter, a detailed leakage analysis of embedded processors is presented. However, there are more than 100 vendors and two dozen instructions set architecture in the 32-bit embedded-processor market [64], and selecting a architecture, which can represent the essential structure of all embedded processors, may be difficult. The leakage analysis in this chapter is based on a MIPS R3000 processor [65] [8]. Before going to the details of leakage analysis, we first discuss the trends of modern embedded-processor design and the strategy of the architecture-selecting of this chapter.

While it is commonly accepted that embedded processor are playing an important part in our daily life, the term of embedded processor is nebulous and to some it refers to just about everything except processors found in desktop computers, workstations, servers, and mainframes. In the past, embedded processor is usually referred to as processors that are designed for a specific function, implying that embedded processors execute only one program, repeatedly [66]. Thus, one type of embedded processors are usually highly optimized for one application, and they usually can achieve the best efficiency in terms of performance, power and cost for the target application. At this scenario, the leakage optimization must base on each specific type of embedded processors, and finding a representative architecture may be a mission impossible.

However, the ever-changing market requests alter the morphology of embedded-community, and we are witnessing a path to increased standardization and unification of embedded processor architecture [64]. New applications and market segments create the economic demand on the new and specialized devices; on the other hand, cost and time-to-market considerations make it mandatory to reuse these devices in other applications, avoiding the steep learning curves that accompany product development. For these reasons, recently, most companies design embedded processors not only for a very specific market but for the more general one. Thus, in some ways, modern embedded processors begin to adopt more unified structures, with integration of extension components or even hardware accelerators which are optimized for a specific kind of applications.
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3.1. Introduction

Such a new design trend gives us an opportunity to study the leakage consumption of each on-chip components in a more general way – we only concern about general components which may be employed in many different architectures, but omitting those that are optimized for individual application.

In this chapter, the MIPS R3000 processor is selected for the purpose of leakage analysis not only because it employs a simple structure but also because it includes almost all essential on-chip components of modern embedded processor – pipeline, caches, memory management unit (MMU), and so on. In the following chapters, such a processor is also used as the experimental infrastructure to measure the efficiency of proposed leakage-reduction mechanisms. Note that, although the leakage-reduction effects in this thesis are based on the MIPS R3000 architecture, proposed mechanisms can be generically applied to other architectures with minor modifications according to various specifications. To better understand the mechanisms proposed in following chapters, before going to the leakage-analysis results, the specification and structure of MIPS R3000 are introduced first in this chapter.
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3.2.1 Reduced Instruction Set Computing

MIPS is the most elegant among the effective Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) architecture [67]. When the first processors and Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) were created, programming was very difficult, and complex instructions that looked more like high level languages were added to each ISA family. To allow old software to run on newer computers the instruction sets were expanded and became more and more complex. Moreover, memory prices were very high and to fit a program into a very small space, it was necessary to create instructions with varying lengths. Also memory was a lot faster than the processor and so keeping all variables in memory was quite logical. In a completely different direction to such a Complex Instruction Set Computing (CISC) architecture, which increasingly complicates the ISA, RISC adopted a totally different approach. By keeping all instructions the same size decoding becomes simple. Having a large register bank decreases memory accesses which are increasingly slow compared to the processor speed on modern computers. Implementing only simple and common operations the processor speed can be increased, and chip area can be decreased. Having a much simpler base architecture allows the processor to implement other speed-increasing methods much more simply for pipelining.

3.2.2 Load Store Architecture

MIPS ISAs only allow registers or small immediates to be operands of operations. CISC, on the other hand, often has instructions which use memory stored data as operands, which makes the execution harder. For example, the 8086 instruction “CMP AX, ES:[SI+02]” firstly requires 2 to be added to SI, and the result to be added to ES shifted by 4, which creating an effective address to load a 16 bit word (possibly non-word aligned so multiple loads are required) from memory; then compare it to AX and write the flags created by the comparison to the flags register for use by the next conditional jump instruction. This scheme is difficult to implement, and the instruction goes several times through the Arithmetic/Logic Unit (ALU). MIPS instructions only go through the ALU once and never after a memory access. If an operand from memory is required, it is loaded into the register bank first and only then used in subsequent operations. This allows the creation of a very simple architecture which is easy for implementation. A typical MIPS processor uses a five stage execution pipeline as shown in Fig.3.1, which includes the Instruction Fetch stage (IF), the Instruction Decode stage (ID), the Execution stage (EX), the Memory Access stage (MEM), and the Write Back stage (WB). In a five stage pipeline, there are two memory components: one for instruction fetch and one for data accesses.
Figure 3.1: MIPS R3000 Pipeline Structure
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3.2.3 Pipelining

Pipelining is a method of getting more than one instruction to execute simultaneously. By dividing the path that the instruction has to go through in the processor into segments and placing latches at the beginning of each segment, instructions will take several clocks to execute instead of one. Since MIPS instructions only visit each segment once, they only occupy one segment – allowing other instructions to come straight after them and occupy other segments. There are problems that arise with pipelining. If an ALU instruction writes to a register that is required in the next instruction, data in the register bank is not yet updated when the second instruction requests it as the data is now at the end of the EX stage. The easiest way of getting the data back to the next instruction is to forward the result from the EX stage, and replace the register bank value with it. The same can be done for data that is at the end of the MEM stage. This still does not solve the problem of using a result from a memory operation on the next cycle. Such a problem can be solved by the processor inserting a NOP instruction, if it detects a dependency or the compiler simply never using a result from a memory operation on the next cycle.

3.2.4 Instructions

All MIPS R3000 instructions are 32 bit and come in three formats – R-type, I-type and J-type. MIPS R3000 instructions are three address operations, taking two sources and one destination. The R-type instructions allow a range of register to register operations. The I-type instructions allow a 16 bit immediate to replace one of the operands. The I-type instruction format is also used for memory accesses and for conditional branches. The J-type format has a 26 bit immediate field, and the only instruction to use this format is a jump which places the value in the bottom 26 bits of the program counter.

3.2.5 Registers

A MIPS R3000 processor has 32 addressable registers. Register zero (R0) is special as it is always equal to zero, and writes to it are ignored. R31 is a normal register but when executing any branch or jump with store return address, the next PC is stored in R31. In addition to the addressable registers there are three more implemented registers. The Program Counter (PC) is not a part of the main register bank. It is accessible directly through Jump to Register (JR) for writing and Branch And Link (BAL) for reading. The other two registers are LO and HI. These registers are used for the results of the multiplier and divider. Although these can also be also accessed directly by Move To and From LO and HI instructions. All these registers are 32 bits wide although the bottom two bits of the PC should always be zero.
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3.2.6 Conditions

There are no condition flags, but instead all branches are conditional on the values of the registers in the main register bank. Each conditional branch instruction specifies two registers (RS and RT) to be fetched and tested. A branch is conditional on the results of two tests. The first is compare the two registers together to test whether they are equal (RS=RT). The other test is simply to look at the sign value (bit 31) of the first register (RS<0). By choosing the second register to be R0 (RT=0), it becomes possible to test RS for less than greater or equal to zero or any combination of the three. For an unconditional branch the Branch if Greater or Equal to Zero instruction (BGEZ) is used with R0 as an operand. This condition will always be true.

3.2.7 Memory

Memory access instructions are included in the I-type format. The source register (RS) is added to the immediate to create an effective address, which is used to reference the memory. The second register (RT) is either used as the destination in a memory load or as a source in a memory store. The memory is byte addressed but is 32 bit wide so all word loads and stores have to be word aligned. Half word accesses have to be aligned to half word boundaries. To help with unaligned loads and stores there are two more memory access instructions. Load Word Left (LWL) and Load Word Right (LWR) in combination allow word loads from unaligned addresses.

3.2.8 Pipeline Interlocking

MIPS stands for “Microprocessor without Interlocking Pipeline Stages”. In the MIPS processor this means that some instructions have an implicit delay before their effect takes place (This is not strictly true as the multiplier/divider has interlocking). The general philosophy is to construct the hardware as simply as possible and, if a result is not ready for use in the next instruction then not to stop the whole processor but use the software to insert instructions into the space. The two main delays in the MIPS processor are branch shadows and memory load delays. There are others but they happen very rarely.

3.2.8.1 Delayed Branch

When a branch is executed, the PC is only updated at the end of the next instruction. This is because the MIPS designers were using a pipeline that loaded the next instruction from memory while decoding the current. By the time the current instruction is decoded, and the processor detects it as a branch the next instruction is already loaded. The PC is updated by the time the next instruction after that is loaded. The delayed slot is filled with a useful instruction that the branch is not dependent on. If this instruction cannot be found, then a NOP (Do nothing) instruction is placed to fill the entry.
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3.2.8.2 Load Delay

Before a load can complete, the address must be calculated and then the load from memory can begin. As this uses two cycles, the result is not ready for the next instruction to use as at the time it wants the value the instruction has only calculated the address it is about to access. Again, there is an empty entry into which a useful instruction can be inserted if possible.
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For the purpose of leakage evaluation, we have implemented a MIPS R3000 processor with Fujistu’s 65nm CMOS process. The main structure of the implemented processor is presented as follows.

3.3.1 Pipeline

As shown in Fig.3.1, the execution of a single instruction consists of five primary pipe stages:

- **IF** – Instruction Fetch. Access the TLB and calculate the instruction address required to read an instruction form the instruction cache. Note that the instruction is not actually read into the processor until the begin of ID stage.

- **ID** – Instruction Decode. Read any required operands from processor registers while decoding the instruction.

- **EX** – Execution. Perform the required operation on instruction operands.

- **MEM** – Memory Access. Access memory (data cache) if required.

- **WB** – Write Back. Write back execution results or value loaded from data cache to register file.

An important implementation consideration of the pipeline structure is the non-interlocking properties as mentioned in last section. First, examining the fact that consecutive ALU instructions have no delay means that some form of forwarding is probably taking place. The memory loads have to take the result from the EX-stage and then pass the calculated address to the memory. The result is ready for use on the next cycle so again a forwarding scheme must be used. The branch shadow means that instruction prefetch happens irrespective of the instructions executed. The fact that branch shadow is only one cycle deep means that the PC must be updated within of one cycle of the instruction entering the pipeline. By using these rules it is possible to construct a simple pipeline that fits the non-interlocking requirements.

There is another problem with this pipeline. The branch unit requires results of the tests on values of registers. Although it is possible to read the registers and test if they match the branch conditions within the decode cycle, they will be the values from the register bank rather than the data from the forwarding paths. If the code affected the register in one of the three instructions previous to the branch conditional on this register then the register bank would not be updated. To deal with this the ID-stage is cut down to half a cycle. In this case, it is possible for the branch to complete within one cycle of the instruction fetch but still get forwarded values only available at the beginning of the EX-stage. By also decreasing the write back stage down to half a cycle it is now possible to use a register bank that does not need to have the ability of loading and storing simultaneously.
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3.3.2 Cache

To reduce the average time to access memory, the implemented processor integrates on-chip L1 instruction cache and data cache.

The cache is a smaller, faster memory which stores copies of the data from the most frequently used main memory locations. As long as most memory accesses are cached memory locations, the average latency of memory accesses will be closer to the cache latency than to the latency of main memory. When the processor needs to read or write a location in main memory, it first checks whether that memory location is in the cache. This is accomplished by comparing the address of the memory location to all tags in the cache that might contain that address. If the processor finds that the memory location is in the cache, we say that a cache hit has occurred; otherwise, we speak of a cache miss.

![Cache Structure](image)

**Figure 3.2: Cache Structure**

Fig.3.2 shows the implemented cache structure. The size of both the instruction cache and the data cache is 8K bytes. The length of each cache line is 64 bytes. To reduce the ratio of the conflict cache misses [68], 2-way set-associative structure has been adopted on both cache. The data cache employs the write back policy when store instructions are executed, implying that the information is written only to the block in the cache, and the modified cache block is written to main memory only when it is replaced. Furthermore, both the instruction cache and data cache are the virtual-index physical-tag one, meaning that the TLB and cache Tag can be accessed simultaneously which reduces the length of the circuit path in the ID-stage.

3.3.3 Functional Units

Computational instructions, which is calculated in the EX-stage, perform arithmetic, logical and shifter operations on value in registers. As shown in Fig.3.3, in our MIPS R3000 processor, four
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The four functional units have been implemented.

The four functional units include:

- **CLU (Common arithmetic and Logic Unit)**
  A general computational unit for addition, subtraction and all logical operations instead of the shift operation.

- **Shifter**
  A barrel shifter which can shift a data word by a specified number of bits in one clock cycle.

- **Multiplier**
  A 32-bit multiplier which takes 4 clock cycles for each multiplication operation.

- **Divider**
  A 32-bit Divider which takes 10 clock cycles for each division operation.

### TLB

The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is a cache structure that memory management hardware uses to improve virtual address translation speed. Since the TLB is one of the leakage-reduction target presented in this thesis, to better understand the leakage-reduction mechanisms (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), the principle and implementation of the TLB are illustrated here.
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3.3.4.1 Virtual Memory

Any instant in time computers are running multiple processes, each with its own address space. It would be too expensive to dedicate a full address space worth of memory for each process, especially since many processes use only a small part of their address space. Hence, there must be a means of sharing a smaller amount of physical memory among many processes. It is important for virtual memory schemes like the follows: (a) Virtual memory, divides physical memory into blocks and allocates them to different processes. Inherent in such an approach can provide a protection scheme that restricts a process to the blocks belonging only to that process. Most forms of virtual memory also reduce the time to start a program, since not all code and data need be in physical memory before a program can begin. (b) Without virtual memory the programmer has to ensure that the program never tried to access more physical main memory than was in the computer, the virtual memory scheme can relieve the programmers of this burden, by automatically manages the two levels of the memory hierarchy represented by main memory and secondary storage. (c) Virtual memory also simplifies loading the program for execution which called relocation. This scheme allows the same program to run in any location in physical memory.

![Figure 3.4: Virtual Address to Physical Address via Page Table](image)

In order to use virtual memory, the paging scheme has been introduced. Usually the page size is 4K-byte for the embedded small system, the virtual translate to main memory is relied on a data structure which is called page table. Indexed by the virtual page number, and the offset is simply concatenated to this physical page address as shown in Fig.3.4. A 32-bit virtual address, 4KB pages will need 4MB page table, to reduce the size of this data structure and in order to reducing address translation time, computers use a cache desiccated to these address translations, called TLB, described in more detail below.
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3.3.4.2 The Benefit of TLB

The essence of memory manager is to provide each program with its own memory space. So a
process can crash or misbehave without bringing down the whole system. Any system in which you
may want to run different programs at different times will find it easier if it can map the program’s
idea of addresses onto whatever physical address space is readily available. TLB is a kind of cache
take the burden of address translation task. If you’re using a full-scale OS like Linux, the TLB will be
used behind and you’ll rarely notice. The TLB mechanism makes it possible for translating addresses
(at page granularity) from any mapped address to any physical address and therefore to relocate
regions of program space to any location in your machine’s address map. The TLB also allows you
to define some address as temporarily or permanently unavailable, so that accesses to those locations
will cause an exception that can be used to run some operating system service routine. By using
user-privilege programs you can give some software access only to those addresses you want it to
have, and by using address space IDs in the translation entries, you can efficiently manage multiple
mutually inaccessible user programs. You can write-protect some parts of memory. The main idea
is that the TLB, with all the ingenuity of a specification that fits so well into a big OS, is a useful,
straightforward general resource for programmers. Even for embedded usage TLB is also required.

3.3.4.3 TLB Entry Structure in MIPS R3000

In the implemented MIPS R3000 processor, a 16-Entry mixed instruction/data TLB has been inte-
grated. Each entry in the TLB has the virtual address of a page (the VPN for virtual page number),
and a physical page address(PFN for page frame number). When a program presents a virtual ad-
dress, it is compared with each VPN in the TLB, and if it matches an entry the corresponding PFN
is delivered. A set of flag bit is stored and returned with each PFN and allows the OS to designate
a page as read-only or to specify how data from that page might be cached. Fig.3.5 shows one TLB
entry with the bit number. The total bits number is 64, the VPN and PFN owns 20-bit respectively.

![Figure 3.5: TLB Entry Structure(Unit:Bit)](image)

In MIPS R3000, all TLB entries being written or read are staged through the registers EntryHI
and EntryLO which are maintained by the coprocessor0. These two registers provide the data path-
way through which the TLB is read, written, or probed. When address translation exceptions occur,
these registers are loaded with relevant information about the address that caused the exception. The
format of the EntryHI and EntryLO register pair is the same as the format of TLB entry. The meaning
of the items in each entry are as follows:

- **VPN**: The virtual page number.
- **PID**: The process identifier which is normally left holding the operating system’s idea of the current address space. It is to mark the translation as belonging to a particular address space, so this entry will only be matched if the thread presenting the address has PID set equal to this value.
- **Reserved**: Currently ignores writes, returns zero when read.
- **PFN**: The physical page number.
- **N**: It denotes noncacheable that if the bit set to 1, means the processor directly accesses main memory instead of first accessing the cache. The field has been used in CPUs aimed at embedded applications, when it selects how the cache works: for example, marking some particular page to be managed “write-through” that is, all writes made there are sent straight to main memory as well as to any cached copy.
- **D(dirty)**: if this bit is set, the page is marked as “dirty” and therefore writable. This bit is actually a “write-protect” bit that software can use to prevent alteration of data. If an entry is accessed for a write operation when the D bit is cleared, the processor causes a TLB Mod trap. The TLB entry is not modified on such a trap.
- **V(valid)**: If this is 0, the entry is unusable and any use of an address matching this entry will cause an exception.
- **G(global)**: If set to 1, disables the PID match, making the translation entry apply to all address spaces that is this part of address map is shared between all spaces.
- **Reserved**: Currently ignores writes, returns zero when read.

### 3.3.4.4 Virtual Address Translation Flow in MIPS R3000

The virtual address is translated by TLB and the physical address is outputted. Fig.3.6 shows the form of processor virtual address. The first 3 most-significant bits present the address mode which will be explained below.

When the processor is operating in User mode, a single, uniform virtual address space (kuseg) of 2 Gbytes is available for users. All valid User-mode virtual addresses have the most-significant bit cleared to 0. An attempt to reference an address with the MSB (most significant bit) set while in the User mode causes an Address Error exception. The 2 Gbyte User segment starts at address zero. The TLB maps all references to kuseg identically from Kernel and User modes, and controls access cacheability (The N bit in the TLB entry determines whether the reference will be cached.).
The kuseg is typically used to hold user code and data, and the current user process typically resides in kuseg.

When the processor is operating in Kernel mode, three distinct virtual address spaces are simultaneously available. The three segments dedicated to the kernel are:

- **kseg0**: When the three of MSB (most significant bit) of the virtual address are “100”, the virtual address space selected is a 512-Mbyte kernel physical space. The processor will direct-map to physical address space. These references use cache memory, but they do not use TLB entries. Kseg0 is typically used for kernel executable code and kernel data.

- **kseg1**: When the three of MSB virtual address are “101”, the virtual address space selected is a 512-Mbyte kernel physical address. The processor directly maps kseg1 to physical address space and do not use TLB entries unlike kseg0 and kseg1 uses uncached references. Kseg1 is typically used for I/O registers, ROM code and disk buffers.

- **kseg2**: When the two of MSB virtual address are “11”, the virtual address space selected is a 1024 Mbyte kernel virtual space. Like kuseg, kseg2 uses TLB entries to map virtual addresses to arbitrary physical ones, with or without caching which the N bit in TLB entry determines whether the reference will be cached. Kseg2 is typically used for stacks and per-process data that it must be remap on context switches, for user page tables and for some dynamically allocated data areas.

During virtual-to physical address translation, the processor compares the PID and the highest 20 bits (the VPN) of the virtual address to the contents of the TLB. The Fig.3.7 illustrates the TLB address translation process.

A virtual address matches a TLB entry when the virtual page number (VPN) field of the virtual address equals the VPN field of the entry, and either the Global (G) bit of the TLB entry is set, or the process identifier (PID) field of the virtual address (as held in the EntryHi register) matches the PID field of the TLB entry. While the Valid (V) bit of the entry must be set for a valid translation to take place, it is not involved in the determination of a matching TLB entry. If a TLB entry matches, the physical address and access control bits (N, D and V) are retrieved from the matching TLB entry.
Figure 3.7: Address Translation Flow
Otherwise, a TLB miss exception occurs. If the access control bits (D and V) indicate that the access is not valid, a TLB modification or TLB miss exception occurs. If the N bit is set, the physical address that is retrieved is used to access main memory, bypassing the cache.

### 3.3.4.5 TLB Instructions in MIPS R3000

TLB must provide the instructions for the OS to read and write TLB entries. And the `EntryHI`, `EntryLO`, `index register`, `random register` are maintained by coprocessor 0 (CP0) which is called the System Control Coprocessor, is implemented as an integral part of the processor. CP0 supports address translation, exception handling, and other “privileged” operations.

- **tlbp**: It probes the TLB to see if an entry matches the `EntryHI` register contents. If a match exists, the processor loads the index (the index of the entry table) into the `index` register. Otherwise, it will set the high order bit of the `index` register to 1.

- **tlbr**: It loads the `EntryHI` and `EntryLO` registers with the contents of the TLB entry specified by the contents of the `index` register.

- **tlbwi**: It loads the specified TLB entry with the contents of the `EntryHI` and `EntryLO` registers. The TLB entry is specified by the `index` register.

- **tlbwr**: It loads a pseudo-randomly specified TLB entry with the contents of the `EntryHI` and `EntryLO` registers. The TLB entry is specified by the contents of the `random` register.

Also inside TLB we give out the exception tags for CP0, by using these tags the OS can choose the scheme to handle the exceptions.

### 3.3.5 Register Bank

The register bank is implemented using RAM blocks rather than explicit flip-flops. RAM blocks are single ported so two identical copies are required to provide the two simultaneous register reads. Despite this, they give a more compact solution than explicit registers. Read and write access is achieved by dividing each clock cycle into two phases. In the write back half of a cycle the register address to write to is sent to both RAM blocks. The data is written on the clock edge. To ensure data is never written to register zero the write enable line is de-selected if the write address is zero. The read portion of the cycle selects the address to be supplied to the RAM blocks to be the register addresses from the current instruction. These are then read for the next half cycle. After reading, the data is latched outside the register bank. The RAM blocks are explicitly preset to zero so R0 is never written to and will always be equal to zero.
3.3.6 Branch

Each cycle the PC updates to one of three values. The first possible value is PC+4. This is the most common case and the PC+4 value is generated using an incrementer. The second possibility is a JR instruction. This feeds a new number to the PC from a general register. It is important to pass the number from the forwarding paths if a newer valid value exists rather than directly from the register bank as the value there might not be updated yet. The third option is a branch, to execute a conditional branch firstly the conditions must be met. The two test registers are taken from the forwarding paths and compared if equal. This result and the sign of the first register are passed to the branch logic. The branch logic returns a flag to the multiplexer stating whether to load the branch target or the PC+4 value. The branch target is calculated by adding the current PC to the 16 bit sign extended immediate. There is one more case that is not covered and that is the jump. The jump takes a 26 bit immediate and places it in the bottom of the PC preserving the top four bits. This encoding was done by reusing the branch adder to save space. The bottom 26 bits from the PC are nulled leaving only the top four bits from the old PC value to be passed to the adder. The immediate is passed as a 26 bit rather than a 16 bit value. To record the return address the PC+4 value is latched and then multiplexed onto the pipeline as the result of the EX-stage.

3.3.7 Forwarding

The destination register number is usually explicitly specified in the instruction. Instructions that branch and link the return address need to have the destination register set to R31. All other instructions that do not have a destination have the destination register number set to 0. Each instruction unconditionally fetches the two registers specified in the instruction from the register bank. The destination register number is passed down with the instruction along the pipeline until it reaches the WB-stage. The requested source register number is compared to each of the destination register numbers flowing through the pipeline. If any of them match then the register bank value is discarded and instead the value from the forwarding path is multiplexed in. It is important that the value forwarding from the EX-stage takes priority over the one from the MEM-stage so as to get the more recent value. The comparators that detect if register numbers are equal also make sure that R0 is never forwarded as any calculated value is meant to be discarded and may be not equal to zero.
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Based on the structure presented in the last section, we have implemented a MIPS R3000 processor with Fujitsu’s 65nm low-leakage CMOS technology. Table 3.1 shows configuration parameters of the implemented processor. The implemented processor follows the specification of MIPS R3000 ISA; it has a standard 5-stage pipeline structure; 8K 2-way instruction cache and data cache have been integrated on-chip; and it has a 16-entry instruction TLB and a 16-entry data TLB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1: Processor Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 3.2, the implemented processor has been described with Verilog HDL, and Synthesized with Snopsys’s Design Compiler [69]. Synopsys’s Layout tool Astro has been selected for the backend design, and Mentor’s Calibre is used for verification [70]. The Back Side Bus (BSB) frequency is a half of the Front Side Bus (FSB) one; post-layout simulation shows the maximum operating frequency of the processor core is as much as 200MHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.2: Processor Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implementation Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTL Simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/R Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Die Size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leakage power analysis results have been obtained from post-layout simulation with Synopsys’s Power Compiler [69]. We select four programs from MiBench [71] – Qsort, JPEG, Dijk-
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stra,and Blowfish – as the test bench. The total leakage power consumption of the whole processor is 1029.2µW. Fig.3.8 shows the leakage share of each on-chip component.

![Leakage share of each on-chip component](image)

**Figure 3.8**: Leakage power analysis

As shown in the figure, the largest leakage consumer of the processor is the instruction cache and data cache, which take up 23% of the total leakage power consumption respectively. The high leakage share of caches comes from their large semiconductor footprint. Since cache lines are accessed partially, and their accesses show a strong regularity, the leakage-reduction mechanisms on caches have been well studied, as shown in Section 2.4.

The second largest leakage consumer is the functional units, which occupy about 18% of the total leakage consumption. In Chapter 4, the leakage-reduction mechanism on functional units will be presented.

Another big leakage consumer is the TLBs. The leakage share of instruction TLB (iTLB) and data TLB (dTLB) are 11% respectively. We will discuss the leakage-reduction mechanisms on them in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

The register files takes up another 8% of the total leakage consumption of the processor; and other on-chip components, such as pipeline latches, account for another 6%. Leakage-reduction mechanisms on them are out of the range of the thesis.
3.5 Conclusion

To reduce the leakage power of a embedded processor, we need to analyze the leakage share of each on-chip component. In this chapter, such an analysis is presented based on a MIPS R3000 processor. Here, the MIPS R3000 is selected because it has a very simple pipeline structure and it includes all essential components that can be found in modern embedded processors. Based on the analysis results, we pick up three components – functional units, instruction TLB, and data TLB as the leakage reduction target of this study. All of them take up a significant portion of the leakage power of an embedded processor, but have been well studied because of their high utilization. The corresponding leakage reduction mechanisms on these selected target will be presented in the following chapters.
Chapter 4

Fine-grained Power Gating on Functional Units

4.1 Introduction

Power Gating (PG) is one of the most effective leakage-reduction techniques, with which circuit blocks are not connected directly to the power grid but through power switches. To reduce the leakage power, the connection between idle circuit blocks and their power supply can be temporarily cut off by turning off power switches. In recent commercial microprocessors, core-level PG [72] has been implemented by inserting power switches between the global power grid and the power ring of processor cores. When the operating system knows the idle state of a processor core may last for certain times, the core, which can be either the CPU-core [73] or other heterogeneous cores [74], will be put into the sleep mode by shutting off its power supply. Although such a core-based PG control scheme is straightforward and easy to be applied, it misses leakage-saving opportunities when a portion of intra-core components are in the idle state. Moreover, the wakeup latency of core-level PG, which is the time needed to fully restore the power of a sleep core, is in the order of micro-second. That implies, with core-level PG, only conservative PG control schemes can be applied when a long idle time of the processor core is detected.

In contrast, PG control schemes which aggressively power on/off functional units within a processor core have also been studied [75] [76] [77]. By exploiting PG opportunities at a finer granularity, these schemes usually achieve better leakage reduction effects than the core-based PG scheme. However, PG is a non-ideal technique, and aggressive power-on/off functional units may incur un-affordable penalties on both performance and power consumption. Hu et al. [75] analyze the costs involved in power-gating functional units and present an analytical model of the Break-Even Time (BET), which is the minimum time a functional unit should remain in sleep mode such that the saved leakage energy can compensate the dynamic energy overhead caused by powering on/off the unit. If a sleep event is shorter than BET, PG consumes more power instead of saving. To avoid such short-term sleep events, in the same paper, they have proposed a time-based PG control policy and a branch-guided policy. Youssef et al. [76] have further exploited PG opportunities by tracking the executed program behavior across different time segments and predicting the length of idle periods
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of functional units; and Lungu et al. [77] have proposed a scheme to guarantee the quality of PG with a successful monitor. In addition, compiler-based schemes [78] [79] [80], which employ static code analysis or dynamic profiling to identify the time period when a functional unit is not used, have also been proposed.

However, all above papers miss the corresponding circuit-level techniques. Since functional units are power-gated in response to the workload at runtime, high-speed fine-grained PG techniques that can better exploit leakage-saving opportunities spatially and temporally are indispensable.

In our previous works [81] [82] [83] [84], we have presented a framework to implement the fine-grained PG on microprocessor functional units by integrating circuit-level, architecture-level, and system software techniques. At circuit-level, we have proposed a fine-grained PG technique, which has nano-second order wakeup latency and can be implemented at arbitrary granularity. At architecture-level, a PG control scheme, which keeps a functional unit active only when being used, has been applied. In addition, BET-aware PG control schemes, which are guided by the system software (compiler and operating system) have also been proposed to achieve maximum leakage reduction effects.

In this chapter, we apply the proposed framework to a real-chip implementation. The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:

- We have proposed a fully automated design flow of fine-grained PG, which has nano-second wakeup latency and can be implemented at arbitrary granularity.

- We have implemented a MIPS R3000 prototype chip with Fujitsu’s 65nm CMOS technology. The prototype chip integrates the fine-grained PG technique into its functional units, which can be power-gated individually at runtime. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first chip which provides fine-grained PG control schemes on functional units.

- Unlike previous works which evaluate the leakage-saving effects with post-layout simulations, comprehensive real-chip evaluations have been executed to measure leakage-saving results and other important parameters (BET, wakeup latency and so on). We have measured these parameters at different temperatures by using a thermal chamber, and the obtained results are more reliable than those obtained from simulations.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the fine-grained PG design methodology; and the PG control schemes on functional units are presented in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we illustrate the implementation of the prototype chip; and the real-chip evaluation results are shown in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 is conclusion and the future work.
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4.2. The Fine-grained PG Methodology

In this section, we illustrate the fine-grained PG technique which is integrated into the functional units design in this work to reduce leakage power at runtime. In addition, a fully automated design flow will be presented.

4.2.1 Fine-grained PG

Unlike the conventional PG, fine-grained PG used this work requires a set of special cells each of which has its own virtual ground (VGND) line (such a set of cells is referred as PG-cells in this thesis). As shown in Fig.4.1, VGND lines from several cells are connected through a shared high-Vth footer power switch to the real GND. If the sleep signal is set on, the logic block is put into the sleep mode by cutting off the connection between VGND and GND. In this case, the VGND is charged up to a voltage near the VDD, and the leakage current is reduced consequently. When the power switch is turned on, parasitic capacitance on the VGND line is discharged through the power switch, and a certain amount of time (wakeup latency) is required to wait the voltage on VGND to become stable.

![Figure 4.1: Out line of power gating circuit](image)

The wakeup latency is affected by physical parameters such as power switch size and VGND capacitance. In order to fine tune these parameters, we used a Locally-Shared Virtual ground (LSV) scheme [85] shown in Fig.4.2. With this scheme, the entire PG target is partitioned into smaller local power domains, and the VGND line and the power switch are shared only within a local power domain. Although power switches are controlled by a unique control signal for each PG target, the size of power switches can be tuned independently, implying that the IR-drop on the VGND line can be managed easily by selecting appropriate-sized power switches for each local power domain. Furthermore, since existing ground rail in the PG-cells is used as the real ground, permanent power networks are reachable throughout the PG target; thus, non-power-gated cells such as flip-flops,
clock buffers, repeaters, power switch drivers, and isolation cells can be distributed arbitrarily among local power domains without incurring power-routing. Furthermore, an in-rush current suppression mechanism [86], which skews the wakeup timing of each local domain by simply down-sizing a portion of the leaf drives of the power-switch-driver tree, has also been adopted with the LSV scheme.

Compared with the UPF-based methodology [87], the LSV scheme can control the size and the number of local power domains by taking into account the given requirement on wakeup latency. As a result, the wakeup latency of fine-grained PG is typically less than a few nano-seconds (we will confirm this in Section 4.5). Moreover, there is no constraints on the placement of power switches and non-power-gated cells as the UPF-based methodology, and the power integrity issues caused by power-routing can be minimized. Compared with the cell-based PG methodology [88], which integrated a power switch in each primitive cell, our scheme has less area overheads. Compared with the ring-based PG [88], the IR-drop target can be managed easily with smaller number power switches, and the non-power-gated cells can be placed within a PG target with our methodology.

4.2.2 The Design Flow of Fine-grained PG

To facilitate the design process with fine-grained PG, we newly developed a fully automated design flow. As shown in Fig.4.3, the design flow can be explained as follows:

1) A set of PG-cells is generated, generated cells include GDS file and the timing library.
2) An RTL model of a PG target with sleep-control signals is designed.
3) The RTL model is synthesized by using Synopsys Design Compiler.
4) Isolation cells are inserted to all the output ports of the synthesized netlist in order to prevent the propagation of floating output values when the PG target is in the sleep mode.
5) The netlist with the isolation cells is placed by using Synopsys Astro.
6) The local power domain is partitioned, local VGND lines are formed, and the power switches are inserted between the VGND and GND lines by using Sequence Design’s CoolPower [89].

![Figure 4.2: A VGND architecture for a fine grain PG](image-url)
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Figure 4.3: Design Flow
6) The netlist with the power switches is routed by using Synopsys Astro.

7) The previous two steps are performed again for the purpose of VGND optimization, power switch sizing, and routing.

In the end of the design flow, the GDS file of a PG target will be generated. Since PG-cells can coexist with common cells in a row, the conventional timing-driven placement and routing methodology can be used. Furthermore, this flow is fully automated, and the additional design complexity for the fine-grained PG is small.
4.3 Runtime PG Control Schemes on Functional Units

In this section, we propose PG control schemes which can dynamically power on/off functional units in response to workloads of programs currently running on the processor. Here, a widely used 32-bit embedded processor, MIPS R3000 [8], is selected as the target processor. As shown in Fig.4.4, MIPS R3000 provides a standard five-stage pipeline structure, consisting of Instruction Fetch (IF), Instruction Decode (ID), Execution (EX), Memory Access(MEM), and Write Back (WB). To apply the fine-grained PG technique to MIPS R3000, we select following units as the PG targets:

- **CLU (Common arithmetic and Logic Unit)**
  A general computational unit for addition and subtraction operations. It can be put into the sleep mode when branch, NOP, or memory access instructions without address calculation are fetched.

- **Shifter**
  A barrel shifter which can shift a data word by a specified number of bits in one clock cycle. Since the shifter occupies the considerable area but is not so frequently used, it is implemented as an individual unit.

- **Multiplier**
  A 32-bit multiplier which takes 4 clock cycles for each multiplication operation. If upper 16-bit of either operand is all-0, the upper part of the multiplier can be put into the sleep mode.

- **Divider**
  A 32-bit Divider which takes 10 clock cycles for each Division operation.

Note that, functional units occupy about 55% of the area of the processor core (without on-chip caches and TLBs), and their usage is easy to be identified based on the fetched instructions. Moreover, all of them are implemented with combinational circuits, implying that state retention techniques are not required. Thus, only 1-bit sleep signal is needed to control the mode of each unit.

4.3.1 Fundamental PG Control Policy

A fundamental PG control policy tries to put each functional unit into the sleep mode right after finishing its operation. As shown in Fig.4.4, the mode of function units is controlled by sleep signals that are generated from a dedicated sleep controller. When an instruction is fetched in the IF stage, the sleep controller checks the fetched instruction and judges which unit is to be used. Here, the target working frequency of the processor is set to 100MHz, and we assume the wakeup latency is 1 clock cycle (10ns). To hide the wakeup latency, a simple decoder is provided in the IF stage to detect which functional unit will be used by the currently fetched instruction. As soon as a functional unit is detected, a sleep signal will be generated and sent to the unit immediately. Thus, when
the instruction reaches the EX stage, the required unit had already been fully powered up, and no performance detriment will be introduced by the fundamental policy.

When an instruction is fetched in the IF stage, the decoder checks the upper most 6bits of the instruction, and judges whether the instruction executes a R-Type operation (ROP) [8]. If so, the functional unit to be used can be identified by the last 6bits of the instruction. Otherwise, extra judgments are needed to decide whether it is an I-Type instruction which uses CLU for address-calculation.

### 4.3.2 BET-aware PG Control

PG is not a non-overhead technique. As shown in Fig.4.5, the state transfer between the sleep mode and the active mode consumes extra dynamic power for power switches, isolation cells and buffers in sleep signal wires. Even in the sleeping mode, leakage current decreases with time but still continues to flow until the capacitance on the VGND and output nodes of logic gates are charged up. The Break-Even Time (BET), which means the time point when the aggregated leakage energy savings equal to the energy overheads due to the power domain state transfer, is a crucial parameter to assure the overall power saving effect.

The leakage reduction effects of the fundamental PG control policy are sensitive to the BET in that functional units are switched between the sleep mode and the active mode frequently. Since extra power consumption is induced by powering on/off functional units as well as the sleep controller, the fundamental policy has a risk to increase the power consumption instead of saving. For example, when multiplication operations are executed iteratively with a small interval, the multiplier will be woken up soon after its shut-off. If the sleep time of multiplier is less than the BET, the mode-transition overheads of PG will increases the total power consumption. In this work, we employ the compiler to detect instructions that may cause small sleep intervals (smaller than BET); and mode-transition overheads can be eliminated by keeping functional units active after its operation. For this
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purpose, we introduce a set of non-PG instructions.

Fig. 4.6 shows an example of non-PG instructions. In MIPS R3000 ISA, when the most upper 6bits (ope-code) is all-0, the instruction performs computational operation; and the type of operation is determined by the last 6bits. Here, we used "100111", which is not defined in the original ISA, as the upper 6bits to indicate non-PG instructions. After executing a non-PG instruction, the corresponding functional unit will not be power-gated, but kept in the active state. Such an active state will be kept until the another instruction, which use the same functional unit but with all-0 ope-code, is executed. Thus, by replacing small-interval instructions with non-PG instructions, the overhead of power gating can be avoided.

Furthermore, leakage power is sensitive to the temperature, that is, it increases exponentially as the temperature rises. BET is also influenced by the temperature but in the opposite direction – BET becomes shorter at higher temperatures (we confirmed this in Section 4.5). Such a characteristic can be exploited to achieve better leakage reduction effects. When the chip is working at a low temperature, PG policies that power on/off functional units conservatively should be used to avoid mode-transition overheads; while more aggressive policies should be adopted in higher temperatures.
In this work, we have proposed three different PG control policies that can be changed dynamically according to the chip temperature. The three policies include: (1) fundamental, runtime PG policy (as mentioned in subsection 4.3.1), (2) units going to the sleep mode only when a cache miss happens, and (3) units never going to the sleep mode. These policies are applied based on the value stored in a PG policy register, which can be written only in the kernel mode; and the operating system decides which policy should be used according to the information from an on-chip leakage monitor.
4.4 Geyser-1 Prototype Chip

To demonstrate the feasibility of the fine-grained PG technique and prove the leakage reduction effects of the PG control scheme presented in section 4.3, a prototype chip, Geyser-1, has been implemented.

4.4.1 Design Policy

Fine-grained PG complicates the power grid design during layout. For this reason, our first prototype chip, Geyser-0 [81] [82], failed to work due to unexpected power-rail shorts. To simplify the back-end design, the second prototype chip, Geyser-1, has been designed with following policies: (1) only the CPU core is implemented on a chip. Caches and TLBs provided in Geyser-0 are moved off-chip. (2) The design flow is improved so that no manual edit on the layout is needed. (3) 65nm Fujitsu’s high-Vth CMOS process is used instead of 90nm standard process used in Geyser-0.

The decision to move caches off chip has serious impacts on the back-end design. Because of the pin-limitation problem, a part of address/data signals must be multiplexed. Additional delay of such multiplexers, long wires and I/O buffer to access off-chip caches severely degrades the operating frequency. Moreover, the package technique used for Geyser-1 also imposes limitations on the maximum frequency. As a result, the maximum clock frequency of Geyser-1 is set to be 60MHz at the layout stage.

4.4.2 Implementation

Geyser-1 has been described by Verilog HDL, synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler 2007.03-SP4, and laid out by using Synopsys Astro 2007.03-SP7. Fujitsu’s 65nm 12-metal-layout CMOS library CS202SZ (high-Vth process) is used as the standard cells library, in which core cells work at 1.2V while I/O cells working at 3.3V. As illustrated in Section 4.2, the fine-grained PG technique requires a set of customized PG-cells. We selected 106 cells from Fujitsu CS202SZ cell library and modified them to have separate VGND lines. These cells are used to build functional units during the placement and routing phase; and other parts of the processor use the common cells. In addition, we has designed power switches and isolation cells, which are also required by the fine-grained PG design flow.

Power switches are inserted in the post layout netlist by using Sequence Design’s Cool Power 2007.3.8.5. Since the inserted power switches will increase the voltage of VGND (IR-drop problem), the performance of functional units in the active mode may be degraded.

As mentioned above, the critical path of Geyser-1 sits in the IF/MEM stage, where the off-chip cache-access happens. Thus, by appropriately setting the IR-drop target according to the timing slack existing in the EX stage, the cycle time degradation of the whole processor can be avoided. Here, we determine the IR-drop target based on the timing analysis of each functional unit (With the proposed
design flow, the IR-drop of a PG target can be managed easily, and we can set the IR-drop target of each functional unit independently). As a result, for the multi-cycle multiplier and divider, which have a large amount of timing slack, the IR-drop target is set as 200mV; while for CLU and shifter, whose timing slack is tighter, the IR-drop is set as 100mV. In both cases, no performance degradation will be incurred.

Table 4.1: The area overhead of fine-grained PG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total(µm²)</th>
<th>PS(µm²)</th>
<th>ISO(µm²)</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLU</td>
<td>3752.8</td>
<td>296.4</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIFT</td>
<td>3078.0</td>
<td>298.8</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULT</td>
<td>23863.6</td>
<td>1762.0</td>
<td>153.6</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV</td>
<td>27918.4</td>
<td>1301.2</td>
<td>153.6</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td>46304.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 shows the area of each functional unit. In the table, PS means the area of power switches, while ISO stands for the area of isolation cells. The overhead of the fine-grained PG is 5.4% - 12.6%, which are mainly caused by power switches and isolation cells.

The cells introduced by fine-grained PG (e.g. isolation cells and PG control circuit) will also cause additional leakage power consumption. According to the circuit-level simulation, the leakage overheads caused by isolation cells and PG control circuit (including the pre-decoder in the IF stage) are 0.44% and 3.03% of the whole processor.

Fig.4.7 shows the layout of Geyser-1. The chip size is 2.1mm ×4.2mm. As shown in the figure, the four black boxes in the middle of the layout are functional units which are implemented with fine-grained PG; and four small black boxes located near corners are leakage monitors.

Figure 4.7: Layout of Geyser-1
4.5 Real-chip Evaluations

In order to evaluate the chip, we developed a dedicated board including a Virtex-4/LX FPGA board and socket for Geyser-1 chip. The power supply of Geyser-1 chip is completely separated from others for the purpose of accurate current-measurement. Fig.4.8(a) and Fig.4.8(b) show our test environment. A thermal chamber is utilized to heat the whole system, and measure the power consumption of the chip at different temperatures. Since caches and TLBs are not included in Geyser-1, small and high speed memory for storing instructions and data are implemented with BRAMs in the FPGA.

![Test Environment](image)

**Figure 4.8**: Test Environment

4.5.1 Clock Frequency and Wakeup Latency

First, we evaluate the maximum clock frequency and the wakeup latency. For this purpose, we define two different working mode of the chip. The RTPG mode means the test program running on the processor does not include any non-PG instructions, and a functional units will be immediately powered off after its operation. On the other hand, the ACT mode indicates that all functional instructions are replaced by non-PG instructions. When working at such a mode, functional units will always stay in the active mode.

A simple benchmark program is executed. When working at 60MHz, the prototype chip works correctly at both the ACT mode and the RTPG mode. Since we assumed the wakeup latency is one clock cycle (Section 4.3), the evaluation result proves that the wakeup latency of the fine-grained PG is less than 17ns.
4.5.2 BET

Since BET is an important design factor of fine-grained PG, we evaluate BET of each functional unit on the real chip. Here, we take the multiplier as an example to illustrate our measurement strategy. The test program is a simple loop which consists of a multiplication instruction, several idle cycles, and a return to the loop entrance. The longer the idle interval is, the less frequently the mode-transition happens; hence, the better power-saving can be achieved by PG. With such a measurement strategy, we investigate BET by changing the length of idle intervals and comparing the power difference between RTPG mode and ACT mode. Fig. 4.9 shows obtained values of the multiplier. The horizontal axis presents the length of idle interval in the form of clock cycles; while the vertical axis is the power difference of the test program which is executed at ACT mode and RTPG mode respectively. The BET is the interval at which the power difference of ACT mode and RTPG mode becomes zero. As shown in Fig. 4.9, when working at 50MHz and 25˚C, the BET of the multiplier is 44 clock cycles. Table 4.2 presents the BET of four functional units when working at 25˚C, 65˚C, and 100˚C, respectively. As shown in the Table, BET decreases exponentially as temperature increase. Note that, with BET-aware PG control schemes mentioned in section 4.3, the compiler will use the non-PG instructions if the interval of two instructions, which use the same functional unit, is less than the BET.

4.5.3 Leakage Power Reduction

In this subsection, we measure the leakage power when all functional units are staying in the active mode and the sleep mode respectively. After putting functional units into a given mode (sleep or active), we stop the clock signal, thus no dynamic but only leakage power of the processor can be measured. As shown in Fig. 4.10, the PG can reduce the leakage power of the whole processor core by 5% at 25˚C. It is worth noting that, when the temperature grows up, the effect of PG becomes
more obvious.

| Table 4.2: BET of functional units (clock cycles) |
|-----------------|-----|-----|-----|
|                | 25°C | 65°C | 100°C |
| CLU            | 54   | 14   | 6    |
| SHIFT          | 67   | 16   | 7    |
| MULT           | 44   | 12   | 5    |
| DIV            | 32   | 9    | 4    |

![Figure 4.10: Leakage power reduction of Geyser-1]

### 4.5.4 Evaluations with Benchmark Programs

Evaluations with benchmark programs are also executed. We select two programs from MiBench [71]: Quick Sort (QSORT) from mathematics package and Dijkstra from the network package. In addition, we also use DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) from JPEG encoder program as an example of media processing. Since the delay of the Block RAM inside the FPGA is large, the evaluation is performed at 10MHz.

Fig.4.11, Fig.4.12 and Fig.4.13 show the power consumption of three benchmark programs working with PG and without PG. The best power reduction effect is achieved in Dijkstra which does not use the multiplier and divider. The total power consumption of the processor core can be reduced by 8% at 25°C and 24% at 80°C. Note that, power reduction effects are better than the values shown in Fig.4.10. It is not strange because by putting functional units into the sleep mode, redundant dynamic power consumptions, which caused by incomplete operand isolation, can also be eliminated. The power reduction of Quick Sort, which occasionally uses the multiplier and divider, is from 4% to 29%; and for DCT, which uses multiplier frequently, the power is reduced by 3% at 25°C and 17% at 80°C.
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Figure 4.11: Power for Dijkstra

Figure 4.12: Power for QSORT

Figure 4.13: Power for DCT
4.6 Conclusion

Geyser-1, a prototype MIPS R3000 processor which implements the fine-grained power gating control on its functional units, has been presented. In this chapter, we have discussed the design methodology of fine-grained power gating technique, the power gating control policy on microprocessor functional units, and the real-chip implementation and evaluation. To simplify the design process with the fine-grained power gating technique, a fully automated design flow have been also proposed. The real-chip evaluation of Geyser-1 shows the fine-grained power gating can reduce the power consumption of the the processor core by 5% at 25°C and 23% at 80°C.
Chapter 5

Leakage-efficient Instruction TLB

5.1 Introduction

The translation Look-aside Buffer (TLB) is an important component in embedded processors. It provides storage attributes, access permissions and virtual to physical address-translation to efficiently address huge amounts of physical memory. To avoid the performance degradation caused by TLB misses, modern embedded processors usually adopt large size TLBs with fully associative structure, which lead to a non-trivial energy dissipation of both dynamic and leakage. For example, in the MIPS R3000 processor presented in Chapter 3, a 16-entry TLB consumes as much as 11% of leakage and 19% of dynamic power of the whole power consumption of the processor. Many publications have been devoted to exploring the dynamic power reduction mechanisms on TLBs [90] [91] [92], either by reducing the energy dissipation per TLB access, or reducing total number of TLB accesses. However, as the leakage power has emerged as a limiting factor, power-optimized TLB design only addressing on dynamic power becomes insufficient.

Furthermore, TLBs are also one of the on-chip "hot-spots", due to the high power density. According to the simulation results from paper [92], the power density of an instruction TLB is 8 times higher than that of an instruction cache. Since the leakage power varies exponentially with temperature, the TLB is one of the most “leaky” components on a processor.

This chapter focuses on reducing the leakage power of the instruction TLB (iTLB). Although TLBs have a cache-like structure, blindly transplanting cache leakage reduction mechanisms, such as cache decay [47] and drowsy cache [48], into an iTLB design will introduce unacceptable overheads in terms of both performance and power consumption, due to their different access pattern, replacement policy and mis-recover penalty. Further, the iTLB is one of the most active components in embedded processors with a high utilization, which intuitively does not leave much space for leakage reduction. Fortunately, the page-based iTLB references exhibit strong locality, and when programs enter a physical page, following instructions tend to be fetched from the same page for a considerable long time. Hence, by inserting a small size storage component, which keeps the recent address-translation information, between the processor and the iTLB, a majority of address-
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Translation requests can be satisfied with the small component without accessing the iTLB. Then, with integration of the Dual Voltage Supply (DVS) technique, the iTLB can be put into low-leakage mode (with the lower voltage supply) and restored to the active mode only when the iTLB look-up becomes necessary. Based on such a design philosophy, a leakage efficient iTLB design is proposed with three different leakage control policies. Power evaluation results show the proposed design can reduce the iTLB leakage power by 50% with negligible performance degradation.

It is worth noting that although we focus on reducing leakage power of the iTLB, the proposed design can be easily integrated with the clock gating technique to reduce dynamic power as well. According to the power evaluation results, 75% of the dynamic power of iTLB can also be reduced. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work can provide such an uniform low power iTLB solution.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section presents a leakage efficient iTLB structure based on the locality analysis of iTLB references. In Section 5.3, detailed leakage control policies and hardware implementation will be illustrated. Leakage saving results will be shown in Section 5.4, and we will discuss the related work in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.
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Low-leakage design can be classified into two categories: the one using static leakage control mechanisms and the one using dynamic leakage control mechanisms. The static leakage control mechanism trades increased circuit delay for reduced leakage power by selecting slower but lower leakage transistors (e.g. high-Vth transistors) at the design time. Since the iTLB is usually on the critical path, and using slower transistors on it will directly degrade the maximum frequency of a processor, in this work, we turn to the dynamic leakage control mechanism instead.

The dynamic leakage control mechanism achieves leakage saving by putting a design target into the low-leakage mode during the idle period, and its leakage reduction effects rely on the scale of the design target, the time duration in the low-leakage mode and the mode-transition frequency. Since the iTLB is one of the most active components in embedded processors with a high utilization, there does not seem to be much room left for dynamic leakage control either. In this work, we try to reduce the leakage power consumption of iTLBs by exploiting the locality hidden in the instruction stream from the perspective of the page-based iTLB referencing. The contents of this section are organized as follows. After a brief introduction on the experimental infrastructure engaged in this work, we will analyze the iTLB referencing locality and corresponding leakage reduction opportunities quantitatively. Then, based on the analysis results, a leakage efficient iTLB structure will be presented.

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

The locality analysis in this section is based on trace-driven simulations, where the trace data are obtained from the MIPS system emulator of QEMU [93]. To better emulate the interaction between the iTLB and the Operating System (OS), the emulator boots up a linux system (Debian in this work), on which eight application programs from different fields of MiBench [71] are executed. A group of authors [94] modified the basic structure of QEMU, so that it can be used to trace both TLB references and TLB-flush information. Table 5.1 shows the configuration parameters of the emulator, and the number of TLB-flushes of each application program is shown in Table 5.2. Note that, when application programs are executed, several OS related processes are running on the background, and there are also some basic processes, like Shell, are running with application programs concurrently.

5.2.2 Locality Analysis

Generally, a TLB miss is handled as an exception, which incurs long mis-recovery penalties and may degrade the performance of a processor significantly. To reduce the TLB miss rate, the iTLB in modern embedded processors is usually organized as a fully associative structure, implying that all iTLB-entry should be accessed for every instruction-fetching. On the other hand, high locality consists in the instruction stream: instructions are fetched in program order, conditional jumps tend
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Table 5.1: Configuration Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace Environment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU Type</td>
<td>MIPS R3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Execution</td>
<td>In-order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS Type</td>
<td>Debian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>ash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>GCC(4.2.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: TLB-flushes of Application Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>TLB-flushes</th>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>TLB-flushes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BasicMath</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Dijkstra</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Qsort</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Rsynth</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to jump close by, and loops repeat the same code multiple times. From the perspective of page-based iTLB referencing, where the page transition is mostly due to function calls/returns and long distance jumps, the locality of instructions can be translated into a same-page-hit behavior. Fig.5.1 shows the miss rate of an iTLB by varying the number of entries from 1 to 64. Here, the iTLB miss rate, which is a simple proxy of locality, is employed to better understand the iTLB referencing locality and page-transition behaviors. As shown in the figure, the high degree of iTLB-referencing locality is rather obvious as an overall low miss rate can be observed for all 8 application programs. Note that, even small size configurations can also achieve a quit low miss rate. For instance, the average 1-entry miss rate, which reflects the referencing locality and page-transition behaviors directly, is less than 2%. Although the simulation results are obtained from the typical embedded applications, the high locality of instruction fetching can also be observed from more generous applications. To prove this, the 1-entry iTLB miss rate has been evaluated by using SPEC2006 Integer Benchmarks [95]. The simulation is based on the ZESTO simulator [96], and for each program 50,000,000 instructions have been executed by skipping the first million. The evaluation results show that the average 1-entry miss rate of all 12 applications is lower than 5%, and only 2 programs’ miss rate (perlbench and xalancbmk) is higher than 7%, but still less than 10%.

The above observation reveals the most important iTLB referencing characteristic that we employ in this work to fight leakage – when a program enter a physical page, the same-page instruction-fetching tends to sustain a long time. Thus, if same-page-hit iTLB references can be detected and treated differently, the frequency of iTLB accessing can be drastically reduced, which makes the iTLB itself an excellent target for leakage saving.
Another perspective on iTLB referencing locality is from the variation of the miss rate among different configurations. Although the miss rate of iTLB continually decreases as the TLB-entry increasing from 1 to 64, entry-rise at the lower end of the x-axis has more significant miss reduction effects than at the higher end. For example, increasing the number of entry from 1 to 2 can reduce the miss rate 25 times as much as changing the entry number from 32 to 64 for ‘basicMath’. Such an observation points out the inefficiency of the conventional iTLB design – a majority of iTLB entries is of no avail for most of address-translation requests. However, to avoid the huge mis-recovery penalty, iTLB entries are usually aggressively provisioned, even most of address-translation requests can be satisfied with a small portion of entries at most of the execution time, and further increasing them can only bring in a non-distinctive improvement on the hit rate.

5.2.3 Leakage Efficient iTLB Structure

The over-provisioned iTLB entries, combined with the high locality in instruction streams, lay the foundation of our leakage efficient iTLB design. Here, a leakage efficient iTLB structure is proposed. By introducing the idea of hierarchy design, we insert a small size storage component, which keeps the recent address-translation information, between the processor and the iTLB to filter out unnecessary iTLB accesses. Fig.5.2 compares the conventional iTLB structure and the proposed structure which uses a 1-entry buffer as the higher hierarchy. In the figure, dash lines present paths only being executed when misses in the higher hierarchy happen. To reduce the leakage, the iTLB itself is designed capable of being put into the low-leakage mode when in idle state and restored to the active mode only when necessary. As shown in the figure, the average 98% hit rate of the higher hierarchy (1-entry buffer in the figure) guarantees the time duration in the low-leakage mode, since the iTLB now becomes an extremely inactive component.

Note that, misses in the higher hierarchy lead to accesses to the iTLB instead of iTLB miss exceptions. Comparing with small-sized iTLB configurations, the proposed structure does not incur
any extra iTLB misses.

In addition, proposed structure is implementation-friendly. Since the leakage control is based on the whole-TLB granularity, proposed structure can be implemented with existing iTLB Intellectual Property (IP), with only minor modifications on the external power rail (see details in sub-section 5.3.2). Comparing with the structure using entry/line granularity leakage control [48] [97], proposed one is more suitable for the IP-reuse design methodology (detailed comparisons can be found in Section 5.5).
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Circuit-level leakage reduction techniques are usually not a non-overhead one. Transitions from the low-leakage mode to the active mode incur considerable overheads on both performance and power consumption (detailed mode-transition penalties will be shown in the end of subsection 5.3.2). To maximize leakage saving while minimizing the impact to performance, in this section, we discuss how to switch the iTLB between the low-leakage mode the active mode at the appropriate time and in the appropriate manner.

5.3.1 Leakage Control Policies

Based on the proposed iTLB structure, three different leakage control policies are proposed in this subsection.

1-RAR Policy: A Recently Accessed Register (RAR), which contains the latest address-translation information, is employed as the higher hierarchy to filter out unnecessary main iTLB accesses. As shown in Fig.3.5, the RAR has the same structure as a TLB entry, holding 64 bits for Virtual Page Number (VPN), Physical Frame Number (PFN), Process ID (PID), flag bits and 14 reserved bits. When the program enters a physical page, the page information is stored in the RAR. As long as the following instructions are fetched from the same page, address translations can be done in the RAR without accessing the main iTLB. If the idle state of the main iTLB has lasted for a certain time (which will be discussed later), we assume such a same-page-hit behavior will continue. Then, the main iTLB can be put into low leakage mode.

Fig.5.3 illustrates an example of how the 1-RAR policy works, where shading blocks indicate being-utilized elements, and the dash lines present the non-exist paths under a given situation. As shown in figures, the working states of the 1-RAR policy can be classified into 3 cases: RAR-hit, RAR-miss while the main iTLB is in the low-leakage mode, and RAR-miss while the main iTLB is in the active mode. The working flow of 1-RAR policy is as follows: (a) the virtual address generated by the processor is compared with the VPN of the RAR. A RAR-hit means the current instruction is in the same page as the preceding one. Therefore, the PFN stored in the RAR will be used as the physical address while skipping the main iTLB look-up. (b) The main iTLB look-up is needed only when the RAR-miss happens. In such a case, if the main iTLB has already been in the low-leakage mode, the processor pipeline will be stalled and the main iTLB must be restored to the active mode first. (c) The main iTLB look-up follows the common routine, except for the requisite of the RAR-update after each main iTLB look-up. Because the RAR is implemented with flip-flops, the RAR comparison can be executed as soon as the PC is updated. When a RAR-miss happens, the main iTLB wake-up can be triggered immediately, and only one clock cycle penalty is incurred for RAR-miss but iTLB-hit references (details will be discussed at the end of this section).

1From now on, the lower hierarchy, or the conventional iTLB, in the proposed structure is referred to as the main iTLB.
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The time between the first RAR-hit and the time-point when the main iTLB goes into low leakage mode is also an important concern, which is referred to as the preliminary time in this thesis. The preliminary time provides a mechanism to avoid mode transitions caused by temporary page-crossing references, which may degrade the leakage reduction result and the performance remarkably. Another consideration of the preliminary time is related to the TLB management scheme of the OS. When process switching occurs, the OS may choose to flush all TLB entries, which usually changes the TLB referencing behavior drastically. Under such a circumstance, selecting a suitable preliminary time, and waiting until the TLB referencing behaviors becoming steady, can eliminate unnecessary overheads caused by the immature mode transitions. In next section, detailed discussions with
experimental results will be presented.

2-RARs Policy: A potential shortcoming of the 1-RAR policy is its incompetence of handling loops that cross the page boundary. Under such circumstances, the contents of RAR will be kept updating, and the main iTLB itself may be waggled between the low-leakage mode and the active mode constantly. Hence, significant overheads on both performance and power may be induced. A simple policy is to use 2 RARs instead of one. The working process of the 2-RARs policy is identical to 1-RAR’s except for the RAR updating. In this work, when a RAR updating happens, the latest accessed RAR will be kept while the previous one will be replaced.

Concatenation Policy: The 2-RAR policy incurs extra leakage power because of the second 64-bit register. Here, a Concatenation policy is also proposed to approximate the 2-RAR’s performance with only one extra register. To generate the second address-translation information, the VPN and the PFN in the RAR are served as base addresses, and the reserved 14 bits, which are divided into 2 parts: 6 bits for VPN \( \text{Offset}_{VPN} \) and 8 bits for PFN \( \text{Offset}_{PFN} \), are served as address offsets. When the distance between the current VPN and preceding one is less than \( 2^6 \) page size, and the PFN distance is less than \( 2^8 \) page size, the second address-translation information can be calculated by following expressions:

\[
\text{VPN}_{sec} = [\text{VPN}[19:6], \text{Offset}_{VPN}],
\]
\[
\text{PFN}_{sec} = [\text{PFN}[19:8], \text{Offset}_{PFN}]
\]

The RAR updating for the concatenation policy is more complex. In this thesis, we classify page-crossing references into two categories: (a) two successive instructions which sit on different pages (we call it WALKING); and (b) branch or jump instructions whose target address locates on another page (referred to as JUMPING). Since changing the base address will also invalidate the address offsets, a conservative base address updating policy is adopted: only WALKING references or iTLB misses can trigger the base address updating, otherwise only the address offsets will be updated. To simplify the hardware complexity, the compiler is employed to detect all WALKING references, and an explicit bit is inserted into instruction set to tell iTLB whether the current reference is a WALKING one.

5.3.2 Hardware Support

Leakage-efficient design needs the support from circuit level. Circuit-level leakage reduction techniques, which are suitable for the proposed design, should satisfy two requests: the state of circuits should be kept when in low-leakage mode; and the mode-transition penalty should be small. In this thesis, the Dual Voltage Supply (DVS) technique is integrated into the main iTLB design to reduce the leakage power of both the iTLB entries and their periphery comparison circuits. While voltage scaling has by wildly used for dynamic power reduction, short channel effects also make it very effective for leakage reduction [48]. When the main iTLB is predicted unnecessary to be accessed in
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the near future, it can be put into the lower voltage mode or drowsy mode. By fine tuning the supply voltage in the drowsy mode, data stored in main iTLB entries can be reserved.

![ iTLB design with the DVS technique](image)

As shown in Fig.5.4, a dual supply network is employed to provide fast switching between different supply voltages. Header PMOS transistors with complementary control signals are used to select between the normal supply voltage (VDDH) and the lower supply voltage (VDDL). Note that, when in drowsy mode, the main iTLB does not allow to be accessed until being restored to the normal voltage. When selecting a $32 \times 2$ header PMOS, the transition time from the drowsy mode to the active mode for a 16-entry iTLB is about 3.5ns, which is less than one clock cycle for our 200MHz target frequency. In the following sections, the mode transition penalty will be designated as one clock cycle.

The soft error rate [98] is also a concern in very deep sub-micrometer technology. Since the soft error rate increases as supply voltage scaling, to alleviate the side effect caused by lowering voltage, a rather conserved voltage: 0.8v, is selected as the lower voltage supply for the main iTLB.

Table 6.3 presents the power parameters of the proposed iTLB design, which are obtained from the post-layout simulations. We have implemented a 16-entry iTLB using Fujitsu 65nm CMOS technology by Synopsys EDA tools (Design Compiler and Astro) [69]. The implemented iTLB obeys the specification of the MIPS R3000 processor [65], which employs 64 bits entry structure and is designed to cooperate with virtual-index physical-tag caches. Since the post-layout simulation is slow, emulating all iTLB references will be desperately time costing. Here, we intercept a 5000-reference fraction of ‘SHA’, which shows moderate locality in 8 applications\(^3\), and treat the power consumption of such a fraction as the average power of the whole application programs. In Table 6.3, both dynamic power and leakage power with the normal supply voltage are obtained by PowerCompiler, while the leakage power consumption at the drowsy mode comes from the simulation

---

\(^2\)t equals to the half of the minimum transistor channel length

\(^3\)As shown in Fig.5.1, the one-entry miss rate of ’SHA’ is in the 4th place of all 8 applications.
result by HSIM [69].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Leakage</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal 16-entry</td>
<td>37.8µW</td>
<td>688.6µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drowsy 16-entry (0.8v)</td>
<td>9.9µW</td>
<td>14.1µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal 1-entry</td>
<td>3.3µW</td>
<td>Concatenation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.4µW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The leakage reduction effects of the proposed design are evaluated in this section. The drowsy ratio, which is the ratio of aggregated drowsy time to the execution time of a program, is combined with performance overheads to measure the efficiency of leakage control polices mentioned in last section. In this chapter, all evaluations is based on the experimental infrastructure presented in Section 5.2, and the base-line configuration is a 16-entry iTLB, which is usually the minimum size for embedded processors. Power evaluation models are also proposed. After selecting the suitable design parameters, the final leakage reduction effects are presented. Note that, the proposed design can be easily implanted to low dynamic power design. In the end of subsection 5.4.1, an approximate dynamic power reduction result is also presented.

Figure 5.5: 1-RAR Policy

Figure 5.6: 2-RAR Policy
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Fig. 5.7: Concatenation Policy

5.4.1 Basic Evaluation

Fig. 5.5(a) - Fig. 5.7(b) show the drowsy ratio and performance overheads of the 1-RAR, 2-RARs and the Concatenation policy by varying the preliminary time from 100 clock cycles to 20000 clock cycles (assuming the CPI equals to 1). As shown in these figures, the drowsy ratio is kept decreasing as the preliminary time increases, and so does the performance overheads. As mentioned before, an aggressively short preliminary time may be incapable of recognizing the temporary page-crossing references and degrade the performance by triggering short-duration drowsy events; while a conservatively long preliminary time may destroy the drowsy opportunity considerably. It is worth noting that before 8000 clock cycles the decreasing speed of drowsy ratio is not as fast as that of performance overheads. In this chapter, 4000 clock cycles, which can make a good trade-off, is selected for the final power evaluation.

Among three policies, the drowsy ratio of the 2-RARs policy is 1% - 5% ahead of the Concatenation policy according to application programs. Meanwhile, the 2-RARs policy also outperforms the 1-RAR policy in terms of drowsy ratio (averagely 8%) because it better fits the footprint of the temporary instruction-fetching and better performs with page-crossing loops.

Power reduction effects are calculated with the drowsy ratio, the number of mode switches, and power parameters presented in Section 5.3. The power evaluation model can be expressed as following:

\[ L_{\text{new}} = L_{\text{filter}} + (1 - P_{\text{Drowsy}}) \times L_{\text{iTLB}} + P_{\text{Drowsy}} \times L_{\text{iTLBL}} + L_{\text{counter}}, \]  

\[ D_{\text{new}} = D_{\text{filter}} + (1 - P_{\text{Drowsy}}) \times D_{\text{iTLB}} + D_{\text{counter}} + D_{\text{transition}}, \]  

In equation 5.1, \( L_{\text{new}} \) is the leakage power consumption of a proposed policy; \( L_{\text{filter}} \) is the leakage power of the higher hierarchy component, which can be one RAR, two RARs, or the Concatenation...
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register; \( P_{Drowsy} \) is the drowsy ratio presented in a percentage form; \( L_{iTLB} \) and \( L_{iTBLB} \) are leakage power consumption of the main iTLB when in the active mode and the drowsy mode, respectively. Since the preliminary time is selected as 4000 clock-cycle, a 12-bit global counter is also needed, and its leakage power is expressed as \( L_{counter} \). In equation 5.2, \( D_{new} \), \( D_{filter} \), \( D_{iTLB} \) and \( D_{counter} \) are the dynamic power counterpart of the equation 5.1, while the \( D_{transition} \) is the dynamic power consumed by drowsy-to-active mode transitions.

Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9 show final leakage reduction effects of the iTLB with a 4000 clock-cycle preliminary time. The dynamic power and leakage power of a 4000-clock-cycle-counter are 3.4\( \mu W \) and 0.308\( \mu W \), respectively. The energy dissipation of each mode transition, which is obtained from post-layout simulation with HSIM is around \( 2.06 \times 10^{-12} \)J. \( D_{transition} \) can be expressed as following:

\[
D_{transition} = \frac{N_{transition}}{clock\_cycles} \times \frac{E_{transition}}{seconds} \times \frac{clock\_cycle}{seconds},
\]

(5.3)

Where, the \( N_{transition} \) and the \( E_{transition} \) indicate the number of mode transitions and the energy dissipation for each mode transition respectively. Note that, since each mode transition incurs one clock cycle penalty, the first part of the equation (3) equals to the performance overheads, which, as shown in Fig.5.5(b) ~ Fig.5.7(b), are less than 0.01%. Therefore, the mode transitions with proposed policies only have a negligible contribution to the total dynamic power.

As shown in Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9, while the Concatenation policy has the best leakage reduction effect, dynamic power saving results are highly dependent on the application programs, and the 2-RARs policy slightly outperforms the Concatenation policy. If the spatial locality of an application program is high, for example ‘Susan’, the 1-RAR policy may have a better performance than 2-RARs in terms of leakage saving because of the extra leakage induced by the second 64bits register of the 2-RARs policy. Averagely, proposed policies can save as much as 50% of the leakage power of iTLB and 75% of the dynamic power, with the performance degradation less than 0.01%.
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5.4.2 Design Scalability

All above evaluation results are based on a 16-entry base-line configuration. To verify the scalability of the proposed design, additional evaluations are also executed by varying the size of iTLB.

Fig. 5.10(a)–Fig. 5.10(c) show the robustness testing results with 3 different policies, where the horizontal axis presents the performance overheads and the vertical axis presents the normalized leakage power consumption. Each point on these figures presents a “performance overheads, normalized leakage power” pair of a given application under a specific configuration, which changes from 16-entry to 128-entry in the top-to-bottom order. The normalized leakage power is obtained with the power evaluation model presented in the last subsection, with the $L_{iTLB}$ and $L_{iTLBL}$ scaled by a size-factor, which equals to the current iTLB size divided by 16; and a 4000-cycle preliminary time is selected for all configurations.

A general trend can be observed from these figures – as the TLB size increases, more significant leakage reduction effects can be achieved at a cost of mild performance degradation. This is because the drowsy ratio depends on the referencing pattern of application programs rather than the iTLB size. Hence, more leakage power can be saved by putting a larger size main iTLB into the drowsy mode. On the other hand, a large-sized iTLB reduces the number of iTLB misses and shortens the execution time of applications. Taking the testing result of the 1-RAR policy as an example, as the number of entries increasing, the decrease of normalized leakage power mainly comes from the reduced share of RAR’s leakage power; while the performance degradation caused by the shortened execution time. Since the performance overheads are highly correlated with the working set of the given applications, if the footprint of an application fits well with the small size iTLB (for instance 'Susan’), a steep line can be observed.

Note that, the Concatenation policy achieves the best leakage reduction effects among 3 polices, especially for the small-sized configuration; while for large-sized configuration, the difference between the 2-RARs solution and the Concatenation solution becomes ambiguous, as the impact of
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![Diagram](a) 1-RAR Policy

![Diagram](b) 2-RARs Policy

![Diagram](c) Concatenation Policy

**Figure 5.10:** Leakage Reduction Efficiency with Varying a iTLB Size
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the extra leakage power of the second RAR becomes less significant in the leakage power equation for large-sized iTLBs. As shown in Fig.5.1, increasing iTLB size beyond 16 can only bring in an insignificant iTLB miss rate reduction; thus, a conclusion can be drawn safely that the larger the iTLB is, the better leakage reduction efficiency the proposed design can achieve.
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5.5.1 Block Buffering

Previous researches on low-power TLB design are mainly focused on dynamic power. One of the low-power TLB structure is the block buffering [99] [90], where a small number of block-buffers are inserted before the main TLB. If two sequential TLB references are located in the same page, the physical address can be generated directly from the block-buffer, without accessing the main TLB. The power saving of the block-buffering is achieved by employing the clock gating technique, which is fairly transparent from a design and implementation perspective. However, for leakage saving, the mode transitions incur non-negligible penalties on both performance and power consumption due to the imperfect nature of the circuit-level techniques (e.g. DVS and power gating). Therefore, the mode-transition behavior must be managed explicitly and discreetly. As for the proposed design, although it has a similar structure as the block-buffering structure, the mode-control policies and hardware implementation are totally different.

5.5.2 Banking TLB

The banked TLB [91] is another low-power TLB structure. It partitions the main TLB into several banks. By accessing only one bank, this structure can effectively reduce the power consumption per TLB access. The drawback of banked TLB is performance degradation due to the tendency to encounter more capacity misses in specific banks. Paper [100] [101] tried to overcome such a drawback by integrating the banked TLB and block-buffers. These schemes can selectively access block buffers or TLB banks according to low bits of the referencing address, and circuit-level techniques have also been proposed to remove the comparison latency from the conventional block buffering. However, the bank-selective mechanism of banked TLB may not be appropriate for leakage reduction in that banks staying in the low-leakage mode can not be restored to the active mode instantaneously. Further, since the high locality of iTLB references, keeping a rather large bank active instead of one or two RAR may be too costly for leakage saving.

5.5.3 Drowsy Cache

A possible alternative scheme for leakage efficient iTLB design is to use the low-leakage mechanism of the drowsy cache [48]. Drowsy cache was proposed to reduce the leakage power of the data cache. By periodically put all cache lines into drowsy mode and active cache lines only when being accessed, the drowsy cache can save the leakage power of a 32KB L1 cache by 52% on average. However, unlike the cache design, the VPN part (as the tag for caches) occupies a significant portion of the whole iTLB. If the VPN part of all entries is activated when a TLB-miss occurs, and such an active state is kept until the next drowsy window, the leakage reduction opportunity will be damaged significantly. Fig.6.12 presents the power reduction effects of a 16-entry iTLB which simply adopts
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Figure 5.11: Normalized Power Consumption with Drowsy Cache Structure: Leakage & Dynamic

the leakage reduction mechanism of drowsy cache. Here, the drowsy window is 4000 clock cycles, and we assume the activation of the VPN part consumes no extra power. As shown in the Fig.6.12, leakage power of the iTLB is reduced by 43% on average, and dynamic power is saved by 57%. Comparing with Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.9, proposed leakage efficient iTLB design outperforms the one with drowsy cache mechanism by 7% in terms of leakage power reduction and 18% for dynamic power reduction. Furthermore, by adopting the mechanism of drowsy cache, the leakage control must be implemented in each-entry granularity, which will complicate layout design significantly, and the exiting IP of iTLB must be re-designed. Paper [97] proposed an improved drowsy cache design, which employs a small L0 cache to reduce the access-frequency to the L1 drowsy cache. Although it seems to have a similar structure as the one proposed in this chapter, its leakage saving effects come from the each-entry leakage control mechanism of the drowsy cache, instead of the whole iTLB leakage control policies as in ours.

5.5.4 Dual-Vth Design

Employing dual-Vth cells, i.e. low-Vth cells for the RAR while high-Vth cells for the main iTLB, is also an option to reduce the leakage power of the iTLB (such a design is referred as the Dual-Vth design in this thesis). The Dual-Vth design is implementation-friendly, and its leakage reduction effect can be significant. However, the performance degradation incurred by such a design may be much higher than ours. Here, a comparison is made the Dual-Vth design and ours. Both of the design follow the based-line configuration as shown in Section 5.4, while the main iTLB of the Dual-Vth design is implemented with Fujitsu’s high-Vth Lib.(202MNC). Evaluation results show that the Dual-Vth design can reduce the leakage power by 60% at a cost of 16% or 2% performance degradation according to two different main iTLB design strategies.

1) The main iTLB is designed to be accessed in one clock cycle.

Since the RAR is accessed right after the virtual address generation, in this case, the pipeline does
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not need to be stalled. However, the slower but less leaky main iTLB may degrade the maximum clock frequency of the processor in that iTLB usually sits in the critical path. The evaluation results show that the Dual-Vth design may incur a 16% speed-down.

2) The main iTLB can have a multiple-cycle access.

In this case, the frequency degradation can be avoided, while the performance degradation will be introduced by the stalled pipeline. For example, if the main iTLB access takes two clock cycles, we need to stall the pipeline for one cycle for each RAR miss. Now, the performance degradation equals to the RAR miss rate, which is 2% in average as shown in Fig.5.1. On the other hand, our design will not degrade the maximum clock frequency, and the pipeline will be stalled only when a RAR miss happens and the main iTLB is in the drowsy mode at the same time.

Although the Dual-Vth design can reduce more leakage power, the performance degradation caused may offset such an advantage from the perspective of energy dissipation. As illustrated above, the performance degradation of the Dual-Vth design comes from the stalled pipeline, and it will affect the execution time of the whole processor directly. Thus, additional leakage energy will be dissipated not only by the iTLB itself but also by the other parts of the processor. Fairly, the additional leakage energy should be treated as the energy overheads of the Dual-Vth design, and its normalized leakage energy, $E_{L_{norm}}$, can be expressed as:

$$E_{L_{norm}} = \frac{E_{L_{new}}}{E_{L_{iT LB}}} = \frac{L_{new} \times T_{orig} + L_{processor} \times T_{addi}}{L_{iT LB} \times T_{orig}} = \frac{L_{new}}{L_{iT LB}} + \frac{L_{processor}}{L_{iT LB}} \times \frac{T_{addi}}{T_{orig}},$$ (5.4)

Where, $E_{L_{new}}$ is the leakage energy of the Dual-Vth design, $E_{L_{iT LB}}$ is the leakage energy of a common 16-entry iTLB. $L_{new}$, $L_{iT LB}$, and $L_{processor}$ are the leakage power of the Dual-Vth design, the common iTLB, and the whole processor, respectively; while $T_{orig}$ and $T_{addi}$ are the execution time of the processor with the common iTLB and the additional execution time caused by the Dual-Vth design.

According to the equation, the normalized leakage energy of the Dual-Vth design can be expressed as a function of the leakage power reduction achieved, performance degradation caused, and the leakage power share of the iTLB to the whole processor.

When being applied to an aforementioned MIPS R3000 processor (5-stage pipeline, 8K 2-way instruction and data caches), where the leakage power of the iTLB is 11% of the whole processor, the Dual-Vth design can reduce the leakage energy of the iTLB by 42%.

The above equation can also be applied safely to calculate the normalized leakage energy of our design. Since our design incurs 0.01% performance degradation, there is only a negligible difference between its normalized leakage power and normalized leakage energy, which is still 50%. Note that, since the performance degradation incurred by our design is only 0.01%, the difference between its normalized leakage power and normalized leakage energy is negligible. As a result, our design reduces 8% more leakage energy than the Dual-Vth design and incurs less performance degradation.
5.6 Conclusions

A leakage efficient iTLB design has been proposed. By exploiting the iTLB referencing locality, a small higher hierarchy component is inserted between the processor and the main iTLB to filter out unnecessary main iTLB accesses. With the integration of the dual voltage supply technique, the main iTLB can be turned into the low-leakage mode for leakage saving when predicted not to be accessed in the near future. The proposed design also can be utilized to reduce dynamic power with the help of clock gating technique. Evaluation results show, 50% of the leakage power and 75% of the dynamic power can be reduced, at a cost of 0.01% performance degradation.

The working efficiency of proposed iTLB design is highly dependent on the locality existing in instruction stream. The evaluation results show in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 are based on typical embedded applications. As mentioned before, the page transition for instructions is mostly caused by function calls and returns, so for other applications, for example, the program written by function programming language (LISP [102] as an example), the locality of instruction may be changed and proposed design may be inappropriate, but the leakage-efficient iTLB design for those applications is out of the range of this study.
Chapter 6

Leakage-efficient Data TLB

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a leakage-efficient data TLB design is proposed. The data TLB (dTLB) has a similar structure as instruction TLB’s, and for the same reason as mentioned in Section 5.1, the dTLB consumes a significant leakage share in an embedded processor – as shown Chapter 3, a 16-entry dTLB consume as much as 14% of the leakage power of a MIPS R3000 processor. Although TLBs have a cache-like structure, blindly transplanting cache leakage reduction mechanisms, such as cache decay [47] and drowsy cache [48], into a dTLB design will introduce unacceptable performance and power overheads, due to their different access pattern, replacement policy and mis-recover penalty.

Further, the dTLB is one of the most active components in embedded processors with a high utilization, which intuitively does not leave much space for leakage reduction. Fortunately, page-based dTLB references exhibit a high degree of locality, implying that, in a short time period, only a small subset of dTLB entries actually serves for the data-address-translation requests. Here, we observe the dTLB referencing in a finer time resolution. By dividing the overall execution time into smaller time slices, the locality of dTLB references in and between adjacent slices can be utilized and contributive dTLB entries\(^1\) can be recognized. Then, with integration of the Dual Voltage Supply (DVS) technique, those non-contributive entries can be put into low leakage mode (with the lower voltage supply) dynamically. Based on such a design philosophy, a leakage efficient dTLB design is proposed. Power evaluation results show that the proposed design can reduce the leakage power of a dTLB by 37% with negligible performance degradation.

It is worth noting that although we focus on reducing leakage power of the dTLB, the proposed design can be easily integrated with the clock gating technique to reduce the dynamic power as well. According to the power evaluation result, 65% of the dynamic power of the dTLB can also be reduced. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work can provide such an uniform low power dTLB solution.

\(^1\)In this chapter, contributive entries mean dTLB entries that actually serve for the address translation within each time slice, and other entries are referred to as non-contributive entries.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section presents the experimental platform for this work. In Section 6.3, the basic design philosophy and detailed leakage reduction mechanism will be illustrated. Leakage saving results will be shown in Section 6.4, and we will discuss related work in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 concludes the chapter.
6.2 Experimental Setup

The experimental environment used in this chapter is same as the one described in Section 5.2. QEMU [93] is selected as the experimental platform on which trace-driven simulations are executed to capture necessary data. Since TLBs have a tighter connection with the Operating System (OS) than other components in a processor, the OS (Debian) and application programs are running simultaneously on such a platform. A group of authors [94] modified the basic structure of QEMU, so that it can be used to trace TLB references and other necessary information. The configuration parameters are shown in Table 6.1. To better emulate the real working state of a TLB, not only TLB references but also the TLB-flush information is traced by executing eight application programs from different fields of MiBench [71]. The number of TLB-flushes of each application program is shown in Table 6.2. When application programs are executed, several OS related processes are running on the background, and there are also some basic processes, like Shell, are running with application programs concurrently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace Environment</th>
<th>CPU Type</th>
<th>Instruction Execution</th>
<th>OS Type</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Shell</th>
<th>Compiler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIPS R3000</td>
<td>In-order</td>
<td>Debian</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.15</td>
<td>ash</td>
<td>GCC(4.2.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>TLB-flushes</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>TLB-flushes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BasicMath</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Dijkstra</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Qsort</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Rsynth</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The power evaluation in this chapter is based on the post-layout simulation. We implemented a 16-entry dTLB with Fujitsu 65nm CMOS technology using Synopsys EDA tools (Design Compiler and Astro) [69]. The implemented dTLB obeys the specification of the MIPS R3000 processor [65], which employs 64 bits entry structure and is designed to cooperate with virtual-index physical-tag caches. Since the post-layout simulation is slow, emulating all dTLB references will be desperately time costing. Here, we intercept a 5000-reference fraction of 'SHA', which shows moderate locality in 8 applications, and treat the power consumption of such a fraction as the average power of the
whole application programs. Then, obtained results are used to calculate the final power reduction effects, combined with the utilization ratio of each logic ingredient. The value of both dynamic power and leakage power used in this chapter is obtained with Synopsys’ PowerCompiler, while the leakage reduction ratio achieved by DVS and mode transition overheads come from the circuit simulation with HSIM [69].
6.3 Design Philosophy

Leakage efficient design bases on the assumption that a certain fraction of the design target can be put into low leakage mode and restored to the active mode without significantly degrading the performance. The leakage reduction effects rely on the scale of the leakage reduction target, the time duration in low leakage mode and the mode transition frequency. As for the dTLB, which is one of the most active components in embedded processors, there seems to be no enough space left for leakage optimization. However, as the leakage power consumption of the dTLB continues getting prominent, its reduction mechanism becomes indispensable. In this section, we will analyze the dTLB referencing pattern and the corresponding leakage reduction opportunities. Then, based on the analysis results, a leakage efficient dTLB design will be presented.

6.3.1 dTLB Referencing Pattern Analysis

Another metric, the Sequential Page Access Rate (SPAR) which is the ratio of sequential TLB references that hit on the same page divided by the total TLB references, is also introduced to analyze the different references pattern of iTLB and dTLB. Note that, SPAR is equal to 1 minus the 1-entry TLB miss ratio and is an direct indicator of spatial locality. As shown in Fig.5.1 and Fig.6.1, while iTLB references of all applications exhibit a significant spatial locality (the SPAR of all 8 applications is above 95%), the SPAR of dTLB is fluctuating drastically from program to program, and is generally much worse than iTLB’s (the SPAR of Susan, which is the worst one in all 8 applications, is less than 20%). Thus, different leakage control methods are requested to adapt for the different referencing pattern of instruction and data.

![Figure 6.1: dTLB Miss Ratio](image)

Typically, data references exhibit a high degree of temporal locality, indicating that in a short interval of execution, certain memory locations tend to be accessed repeatedly. In general, not all
Such locations are spatially close. But from the perspective of the page-based TLB referencing, the number of hit entries in a given interval, which is termed as temporary footprint in this paper, has a high probability to be confined to a small range. Fig. 6.2 shows the distribution of the temporary footprint of eight application programs at 4000 clock cycle intervals, where each bar presents the proportion of the intervals whose temporary footprint can be $1 \sim 2/3 \sim 4/5 \sim 6/7 \sim 8/more$ than 8 entries. Although the distribution varies drastically from program to program, a consistent dTLB referencing pattern can be observed, that is, the temporary footprint of the most of intervals only covers a small number of dTLB entries. For instance, the average percentage of intervals whose temporary footprint is bigger than 4 entries is about 13%, and that bigger than 8 entries is less than 1%.

![Figure 6.2: Temporary Footprint Distribution](image)

Although only a small subset of dTLB entries actually serves for the virtual-to-physical address translation in each execution interval, to avoid the huge mis-recover penalty, dTLB entries are usually aggressively provisioned in modern embedded processors. The over-provisioned dTLB entries, combined with the interval-based referencing pattern, lay the foundation of our leakage efficient dTLB design – if the temporary footprint can be detected at run-time, by turning those non-contributive entries into the low leakage mode and restoring them back only when necessary, significant leakage reduction effects can be achieved without much performance degradation. In this paper, a 16-entry dTLB, which is usually the minimum size for embedded processors, is selected as the basic configuration for the purpose of evaluation.

### 6.3.2 dTLB Leakage Reduction Mechanism

Based on the analysis of the dTLB referencing pattern, we divide the overall execution time of a program into smaller time slices. The dTLB leakage reduction mechanism proposed in this subsection tries to fit the temporary footprint of dTLB references by dynamically changing the number of active dTLB entries in each time slice. After illustrating the basic design philosophy, three design factors...
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will also be discussed in order to achieve the best leakage reduction efficiency.

One straightforward mechanism to detect the temporary footprint is to put all dTLB entries into the low leakage mode periodically, and a dTLB entry is activated\(^2\) only when being accessed again. Such a mechanism is similar to that used in drowsy cache [48], and in this paper it is referred to as the SD (Simple Drowsy) mechanism. With the SD mechanism, a global time counter is needed and the mode control circuits must be implemented at each entry granularity. Fig.3.5 shows the structure of a dTLB entry, which holds 64 bits for Virtual Page Number (VPN), Physical Frame Number (PFN), Process ID (PID), flag bits and 14 reserved bits. When a virtual address arrives at the dTLB, the SD mechanism works in a 3-step fashion: 1) the highest 20 bits of the virtual data address are compared with the VPN of all active TLB entries. If an entry matches (such a case is referred to as an active-hit and the corresponding miss as an active-miss in the remainder of this paper), its PFN will be concatenated with lower bits of the virtual address to form the physical address, after confirming no exception caused by the PID and flag bits. Therefore, a 16-bit trace register is needed to track the mode state of each entry, and an entry is allowed to be accessed only when the corresponding bit in the trace register is set. 2) In case of active-misses, the processor pipeline will be stalled. At the same time, TLB-TAGs, which store the VPN part of each entry, will be activated. Then, the virtual address will be compared with the VPN of all entries that had not been accessed yet. 3) If a TLB-TAG hit occurs, the PFN will be read out after the hit-entry being fully activated, which incurs a 4 clock cycles penalty (as will be discussed in detail below, the activation process takes one clock cycle); otherwise, a dTLB miss happens, and the whole dTLB will be restored to the active mode. Since the activation process can be overlapped with the TLB miss handle process, only 2 clock cycle penalty is incurred.

As shown in Fig.3.5, the TLB-TAGs account for almost one third of the dTLB’s size. Since the leakage power is proportional to the number of transistors engaged in a design, if TLB-TAGs of all entries are activated when an active-miss happens, and such an active state is kept until the next slice, the leakage reduction opportunity will be damaged significantly (The power reduction effect of SD mechanism will be presented in Section 6.5). Here, the TLB-TAG and its periphery comparison circuits are designed capable of being accessed in the low leakage mode, without having to be restored to the active mode first. Working with lower voltage will increase the transistor’s transition time, therefore decrease the operating speed. However, an active-miss will stall the pipeline, and the TLB-TAG access follows a different path from common TLB accesses. Fig.6.3 presents the basic structure of a dTLB. The solid lines present shared paths for both TLB-TAG accesses and common TLB accesses, while the dash lines are paths only being used by common TLB accesses. As shown in the figure, a common TLB access compares the virtual address with the TLB-TAG first. After checking the PID and flag bits of the hit-entry, the physical address will be formed by concatenation the PFN and lower bits of the virtual address. Since most of modern embedded processors integrated caches with the virtual-index physical-tag style, the comparison of cache tag and PFN, and the cache data selecting are also executed in the same cycle. On the other hand, the TLB-TAG access path

\(^2\)indicating voltage supply is restored to the higher voltage
finishes after the VPN comparison. As such, the path of a TLB-TAG access is much shorter than that of a common TLB access; and by choosing a proper supply voltage, the lower voltage design will not bring in any frequency degradation (detailed discussion will be presented in next subsection). Further, the penalty of an active-miss can be reduced to 3 clock cycles.

![TLB-TAG Path diagram](image)

**Figure 6.3: TLB-TAG Path**

With the above design philosophy, we next discuss three design factors that may influence the final leakage reduction effects.

**Fast-wake-up:** The spatial locality may have a drastic variation between different program segments, and few time slices may have a rather large temporary footprint. If the spatial locality of a time slice is low, considerable performance and power overheads will be incurred by activating a large number of TLB entries. Here, a fast-wake-up policy is proposed to set the upper limit of performance degradation. If the number of active-misses reaches a preset threshold (referred to as fast-wake-up threshold) in a given time slice, the program segment executed in this slice will be recognized as a low locality segment and the whole dTLB will be activated immediately to eliminated the potential penalties caused by staying in the low leakage mode.

**Correlation between Time Slices:** Another design concern is the correlation between sequential time slices. If the data references in current slice are highly correlated with those of previous slices; then, keeping state of previous active TLB entries in a new time slice will be helpful in terms of eliminating entry-activation overheads.

**Time Slice Length:** The time slice length determines how often dTLB entries are put into low leakage mode. A short time slice length induces high-frequency mode transitions. Hence, the
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mode transition penalty. While a long time slice length may be unable to reflect the changing of data referencing pattern, and increase the probability of keeping profitless entries active or even a full active dTLB. The detailed discussion of the impact of fast-wake-up threshold, correlation between time slice and time slice length on performance and leakage reduction effects will be presented in next section.

6.3.3 Hardware Support

Leakage-efficient design needs the support from circuit level. Circuit-level leakage reduction techniques, which are suitable for the proposed mechanism, should satisfy two requests: the state of circuits should be kept when in low leakage mode; and the mode transition penalty should be small. In this paper, the Dual Voltage Supply (DVS) technique is integrated into the dTLB design to reduce the leakage power of both the dTLB entries and their periphery comparison circuits. While the voltage scaling has by wildly used for dynamic power reduction, short channel effects also make it very effective for leakage reduction [48]. When dTLB entries are predicted unnecessary to be accessed in the near future, they can be switched to the lower voltage mode or the drowsy mode. By fine tuning the supply voltage in the drowsy mode, data stored in dTLB entries can be reserved.

As shown in Fig.6.4, a dual supply network is employed to provide fast switching between supply voltages for each dTLB entry. Header PMOS transistors with complementary control signals are used to select between the normal supply voltages (VDDH) and the lower supply voltage (VDDL). Note that, all components working in the drowsy mode, except TLB-TAGs, do not allow to be accessed until being restored to the normal voltage. When selecting $16 \cdot 3^3$ header PMOS with each-entry control granularity, the mode transition time for a dTLB entry is about 1.9ns, which is less than $0.5t \approx \frac{1}{2}L_{min}\, \mu m$.

![dTLB Entry Schematic](image)

Figure 6.4: dTLB Entry Schematic

---

$3^3$ equals to the half of the minimum transistor channel length
one clock cycle for our 200MHz target frequency. In the following subsections, the mode transition penalty will be designated as one clock cycle.

Fig. 6.4 shows the schematic of a dTLB entry. Since TLB-TAGs can be accessed in the drowsy mode, a level shifter is appended after the comparison circuit. Voltage scaling will degrade the operating speed, so the VDDL must be carefully selected. Equation 6.1 shows the relationship between operating frequency and supply voltage, where $V_{\text{norm}}$ and $F_{\text{norm}}$ are operating voltage and frequency which are normalized to the maximum voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ and frequency $F_{\text{max}}$.

$$V_{\text{norm}} = \frac{V_{\text{th}}}{V_{\text{max}}} + (1 - \frac{V_{\text{th}}}{V_{\text{max}}}) \times F_{\text{norm}},$$ (6.1)

In this paper, we choose the 0.9v as the lower voltage of dTLB entries (while the higher voltage is 1.2v), which means a 40% speed-down. As was mentioned in last subsection, the slower operating does not affect the overall frequency because of the shorter path of the TLB-TAG access. Simulation results have confirmed such an assumption. Table 6.3 lists the power parameters of the proposed design, which are obtained from the post-layout simulation as mentioned in Section 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.3: Power Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leakage</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active 16-entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active 1-entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drowsy 1-entry (0.9v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-entry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Evaluation Results

The leakage reduction effects of the proposed design are evaluated in this section. The drowsy ratio, which is the percentage represent of the aggregated drowsy time divided by the execution time of a program, has a direct impact on final power saving results. In this section, the drowsy ratio is combined with performance overheads to measure the leakage reduction efficiency of the proposed design. Power evaluation models are also proposed. After fine-tuning the design parameters, the final leakage reduction effects are presented. Note that, the proposed mechanism can be easily implanted to low dynamic power design. In the end of subsection 6.4.1, an approximate dynamic power reduction result is also presented.

6.4.1 Basic Evaluation

In Section 6.3, we discussed three factors that may affect the dTLB leakage saving results: fast-wake-up, correlation between time slices, and the slice length. In this subsection, evaluation results on how these factors work are presented. Here, the correlation between time slices is measured by the history length, which indicates the active state of how many preceding slices should be kept.

Fig.6.5 and Fig.6.6 show the drowsy ratio and performance overheads of a 16-entry dTLB by varying slice length without considering fast-wake-up or correlation between slices. Although the drowsy ratio and performance overheads change drastically from program to program, a similar trend can be observed from all eight applications: both the drowsy ratio and the performance overheads constantly decrease with the increased slice length. After 4000 clock cycles, the descending speed of performance overheads achieved by expanding slice length can not catch up with the speed of drowsy ratio degradation. In this paper, we choose the 4000 clock cycles as the slice length for the final power evaluation.

![Figure 6.5: dTLB Drowsy Ratio: Slice Length](image)

Fig.6.7 and Fig.6.8 show the drowsy ratio and performance overheads under different (history
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Figure 6.6: dTLB Performance Overheads: Slice Length

length (HL), fast-wake-up threshold (FT)) configurations. In Fig.6.8, the performance overheads continue decreasing as the history length increases, and a similar trend exists between the drowsy ratio and the history length in Fig.6.7, except the (0,2) configuration. A significant improvement on the leakage reduction efficiency can be achieved by changing the history length from 0 to 2 (averagely, the overheads are reduced by 70% with drowsy ratio degradation less than 6%), while further increasing the history length can not sustain such a trend. The fast-wake-up threshold, which sets the upper limit of overheads, has a similar affect on the drowsy ratio and performance overheads but in a less obvious way. In case of the configuration of small fast-wake-up threshold with small history length, the drowsy ratio may be degraded significantly (For example, the drowsy ratio of “dijkstra” at (0,2) is only about 17%). Here, the (2,4) pair, which ensures the worst performance overheads is less 0.3%, is selected for the purpose of power evaluation.

Figure 6.7: dTLB Drowsy Ratio: HL & FT

The power evaluation of the proposed design is complex because of the 3-step fashion design philosophy. To simplify the question, the dynamic power consumed by drowsy TLB-TAG accesses
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is treated the same as full active TLB accesses. The leakage and the dynamic power consumption can be calculated as follows:

\[ L_{\text{new}} = (1 - P_{\text{Drowsy}}) \times L_{\text{entry}} \times N_{\text{entry}} + L_{\text{counter}} + L_{\text{trace}} + P_{\text{Drowsy}} \times L_{\text{entryL}} \times N_{\text{entry}}, \quad (6.2) \]

\[ D_{\text{new}} = (1 - P_{\text{Drowsy}} + P_{\text{Drowsy,acc}}) \times D_{\text{entry}} \times N_{\text{entry}} + D_{\text{counter}} + D_{\text{trace}} + D_{\text{transition}}, \quad (6.3) \]

In equation 6.2, the \( L_{\text{entry}} \) and \( L_{\text{entryL}} \) denote the leakage power consumption of a single dTLB entry working in the active mode and the drowsy mode respectively, and the \( L_{\text{counter}} \) and \( L_{\text{trace}} \) are the leakage power consumed by the time counter and the trace register. The \( N_{\text{entry}} \) is the number of dTLB entries engaged in a design, and the \( P_{\text{Drowsy}} \) is the drowsy ratio which is shown in Fig. 6.7. As mentioned earlier, the \( L_{\text{entry}} \) is measured by 0.9v voltage supply.

In equation 6.3, the \( D_{\text{entry}}, D_{\text{counter}} \) and \( D_{\text{trace}} \) are the dynamic counterpart of the \( L_{\text{entry}}, L_{\text{counter}} \) and \( L_{\text{trace}} \); and the \( P_{\text{Drowsy,acc}} \) is the percentage of drowsy accesses with respect to the number of dTLB references, which equals to one thirds of the performance overheads shown in Fig. 6.8.

The \( D_{\text{transition}} \) is the dynamic power consumed during mode transitions, which can be expressed as the following equation:

\[ D_{\text{transition}} = \frac{N_{\text{transition}}}{T_{\text{exec}}} \times E_{\text{transition}}, \quad (6.4) \]

Where, the \( E_{\text{transition}} \) indicates the energy dissipation of one dTLB entry for each mode transition, which is obtained from post-layout simulation with HSIM, and equals to \( 6.23 \times 10^{-14} \text{J} \). The \( N_{\text{transition}} \) is the number of mode transitions which can be caused by a single entry wake-up, a fast-wake-up and a miss handling process when the dTLB is in the drowsy mode. The \( T_{\text{exec}} \) is execution time of a program. Table 6.4 shows transition ratio which equals to the first part of Equation 6.4 in the percentage form.

Fig. 6.9 shows the normalized power consumption of the proposed design on both leakage and dynamic with the 4000 clock-cycle slice length. The dynamic power and leakage power of a 4000-
clock-cycle-counter is 3.4\(\mu\)W and 0.308\(\mu\)W, and the trace register consume 3.6\(\mu\)W dynamic power and 0.4\(\mu\)W leakage power respectively. As the evaluation result shows, more than 37% leakage power and 65% dynamic power can be saved by proposed mechanism with performance degradation less than 0.01%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Transition Ratio</th>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Transition Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BasicMath</td>
<td>0.0073%</td>
<td>Dijkstra</td>
<td>0.0328%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>0.0106%</td>
<td>Qsort</td>
<td>0.0187%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>0.0168%</td>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>0.0830%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan</td>
<td>0.0130%</td>
<td>Rsynth</td>
<td>0.0011%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.9: Normalized Power Consumption: Leakage & Dynamic

6.4.2 Design Scalability

All above evaluation results are based on a 16-entry dTLB with typical embedded application programs. To verify the scalability of the proposed design, additional evaluations are also executed by varying the size of dTLBs and on data intensive applications.

Fig.6.10 shows the leakage reduction efficiency of the proposed mechanism with different size configurations, where the horizontal axis presents the performance overheads and the vertical axis presents the normalized leakage power consumption. Each point on the figure presents a “performance overheads, normalized leakage power” pair for a given configuration, which changes from 16-entry to 128-entry in the top-to-bottom order. The normalized leakage power is obtained with the power evaluation model presented in the last subsection, and the value of design factors is the same as that of the 16-entry dTLB.

A general trend can be observed from the Fig.6.10– as the dTLB size increases, more significant
leakage reduction effects can be achieved at a cost of mild performance degradation. Since the temporary footprint is closely correlated with the data referencing characteristic of a program rather than the number of dTLB entries, a larger size dTLB means more entries can be put into the low leakage mode in a given slice. Therefore, more leakage power can be saved. On the other hand, a larger dTLB leads to less dTLB misses. The dTLB miss handling process will restore the whole dTLB to the active mode first. If such a situation happens frequently, the leakage reduction opportunity will be diminished, while the performance overheads may be decreased. Since after the 32-entry configuration, further increasing the number of dTLB entries can only introduce a non-distinctive miss ratio reduction, the lines become steeper on the bottom part of the figure. On the whole, a conclusion can be drawn safely that the larger a dTLB is, the better leakage reduction efficiency the proposed mechanism can achieve.

Fig.6.11 shows the normalize leakage power and the performance overheads of a 16-entry and a 64-entry dTLB when applied to 6 floating point programs from the SPEC2000 benchmark [103].
Although embedded processors usually do not support the floating point operation, here, such an evaluation is executed only to verify the robustness of proposed design. By dividing the overall operating time into small time slices, the inherent data referencing locality in and between slices ensures the drowsy opportunity. Thus, leakage reduction can always be achieved for dTLBs with a reasonable size. As shown in the figure, for a 64-entry dTLB, which is the minimum size of contemporary general-purpose processors, about 50% leakage power can be reduced at a cost of 0.04% performance degradation. Notably, proposed mechanism is even applicable to extremely small-sized dTLBs. For instance, the 16-entry dTLB can also achieve an average 26% leakage reduction.
6.5 Related Work

6.5.1 Block Buffering

Previous researches on low-power TLB design are mainly focused on dynamic power. One of the low-power TLB structure is the block buffering [99] [90], where a number of block-buffers are inserted before the main TLB. If two sequential TLB references are located in the same page, the physical address can be generated directly from the block-buffer, without accessing the main TLB. Otherwise, another cycle and power overheads must be paid to access the main TLB. Paper [92] proposed a compiler-based scheme to detect sequential instructions which located on different pages. With such a scheme, only the block-buffer or the main TLB will be accessed, and the overheads caused by block-buffer misses can be avoided. However, the power reduction effects of block buffering TLBs are highly dependent on the spatial locality of TLB references. If the block-buffer hit-rate is low, the power reduction of a block buffering TLB will be degraded significantly. From the perspective of leakage efficient design, leakage reduction techniques may exacerbate the power reduction efficiency with low spatial locality references, due to the performance and power overheads caused by mode transitions. Hence, the block buffering structure is more suitable for instruction TLB instead of data TLB.

6.5.2 Banked TLB

The banked TLB [91] is another low-power TLB structure. It partitions the main TLB into several banks. By accessing only one bank, this technique can effectively reduce the power consumption per TLB access. The drawback of banked TLB is performance degradation due to the tendency to encounter more capacity misses in specific banks. Paper [100] [101] tried to overcome such a drawback by integration the banked TLB and block-buffers. These schemes can selectively access block buffers and TLB banks according to referencing address, and circuit level techniques have also been proposed to remove the comparison latency from the conventional block buffering. As for leakage efficient dTLB design, it may be impossible to satisfy all temporary data referencing requests with only a specific bank. Further, the bank-selective mechanism of banked TLB may not be appropriate for leakage reduction techniques, since banks that stay in low leakage mode can not be restored to the active mode instantaneously.

6.5.3 Drowsy Cache

Another research which is closely related with ours is the drowsy cache [48]. It was proposed to reduce the leakage power of the data cache. By periodically put all cache lines into drowsy mode and active cache lines only when being accessed, the drowsy cache can save the leakage power of a 32KB L1 cache by 52% on average. However, unlike the cache design, the TLB-TAGs occupy a signification portion of the whole TLB. As mentioned in Section 6.3, if TLB-TAGs of all entries are
activated when a TLB-miss occurs, and such an active state is kept until the next slice, the leakage reduction opportunity will be damaged significantly. Fig.6.12 presents the power reduction effects of a 16-enty dTLB with the DS mechanism which simply adopts the leakage reduction mechanism of drowsy cache to the dTLB design, as mentioned in Section 6.3. The design parameters for power evaluation are the same as mentioned in Section 6.4, and we assume the activation of TLB-TAGs consumes no extra power. As shown in the Fig.6.12, with DS mechanism, leakage power of the dTLB is reduced by 26% on average, and dynamic power is saved by 44%. Comparing with Fig.6.9, our leakage-efficient dTLB design outperforms the one with DS mechanism by 11% in terms of leakage power reduction and 21% for dynamic power reduction.
6.6 Conclusions

A leakage efficient dTLB design has been proposed. By exploiting the dTLB referencing pattern, the proposed design try to fit the temporary footprint of dTLB references by dynamically modifying the number of active dTLB entries. With the integration of the dual voltage supply technique into the dTLB design, entries which are predicted not to be accessed in a given time slice can be put into the low-power mode to save the leakage power consumption. The proposed design also can be employed to reduce dynamic power, with the help of clock gating technique. Evaluation results show 37% of the leakage power and 65% of the dynamic power can be reduced, at a cost of 0.01% performance degradation.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

We have proposed three different leakage-reduction mechanisms on embedded processors. In this chapter, we conclude the whole thesis. In the sections that follow, we summarize the contents of each chapter, as well as views of promising future techniques.

7.1 Summary

As technology scales to deep sub-micron processes, leakage power becomes increasingly significant as compared to dynamic power. Thus, a rethinking of embedded processor design traditionally targeting dynamic power optimization are require in order to reduce the integration cost, enhance the operation reliability, and optimize the battery life for mobile devices. In this thesis, various aspects of leakage-reduction mechanisms on embedded processor have been discussed. Previous chapters can be summarized as follows.

Chapter 1 is an introduction. The motivation, objective, contribution, and organization of this thesis have been introduced.

Chapter 2 presents the background of this thesis. We briefly illustrate the leakage issue in deep sub-micron processes, the classification of leakage power, and leakage power model. Circuit-level leakage-reduction techniques have also been presented. In the last section of this chapter, we present three representative architecture-level leakage-reduction techniques on caches.

Chapter 3 shows a detailed leakage power analysis on embedded processors. For this purpose, we have implemented a MIPS R3000 processor with 65nm CMOS process. The specification of the implemented processor has also been briefly introduced. According to the analysis result, three on-chip components – functional units, instruction TLB and data TLB – have been picked up as the leakage reduction target of this thesis.

Chapter 4 proposes a framework to power gating the functional units at run-time, by integrating circuit-level, architecture-level, and system software techniques. At circuit-level, we propose a fine-grained power gating technique, which has nano-second order wakeup latency and can be implemented at arbitrary granularity. At architecture-level, a PG control scheme, which keeps a functional...
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unit active only when being used, has been applied. In addition, BET-aware PG control schemes, which are guided by the system software (compiler and operating system) have also been proposed to achieve maximum leakage reduction effects. The proposed mechanisms have been integrated into a real-chip implementation. According to the real-silicon evaluation results, the leakage power consumption of the processor core can be reduced by 5% at 25°C and 23% at 80°C.

Chapter 5 presents a leakage-efficient instruction TLB design. The key observation is that when programs enter a physical page, the following instructions tend to be fetched from the same page for a rather long time. Thus, by employing a small storage component which holds the recent address translation information, the TLB access frequency can be drastically decreased, and the instruction TLB can be turned into the low-leakage mode with the dual voltage supply technique. Based on such a design philosophy, three leakage control policies are proposed to maximize the leakage reduction efficiency. Evaluation results with eight MiBench programs show that the proposed design can reduce the leakage power of the instruction TLB by 50% on average, with only 0.01% performance degradation.

Chapter 6 presents a leakage efficient data TLB design. Due to the data locality embodied in programs, data TLB references tend to hit only a small number of pages during short execution intervals. After dividing the overall execution time into smaller time slices, a leakage reduction mechanism is proposed to detect TLB entries which actually serve for virtual-to-physical address translations within each time slice. Thus, with the integration of the dual voltage supply technique, those TLB entries which are not used for address translations can be put into low leakage mode to save power. Evaluation results with eight MiBench programs show that the proposed design can reduce the leakage power of a data TLB by 37% on average, with performance degradation less than 0.01%
7.2 Future Directions

7.2.1 Geyser-2

Since Geyser-1 does not include on-chip caches, its maximum working frequency is restricted to 60MHz. We have assumed the wakeup latency of fine-grained power gating is one clock cycle, thus, the real-chip evaluation can only verify that the wakeup latency is less than 17ns, although circuit-level simulation shows it is less than 5ns. Another problem is that the operating system is difficult to be ported without on-chip TLB. To address these problems, a new prototype chip – Geyser-2, which is designed with on-chip caches and TLB, has been fabricated. A preliminary real-chip evaluation shows the fine-grained PG can work at 210MHz without incurring any electric problems. Evaluating the leakage reduction effects of Geyser-2 with benchmark programs will be our next-step work.

7.2.2 Fine-grained Power Gating with UPF

In chapter 4, we have set up the design flow for fine-grained PG, and have verified its feasibility with real-silicon. The proposed design flow employs the Locally-Shared Virtual ground scheme, and the power switches can be distributed arbitrarily without constraints imposed by permanent power network connection. Although such scheme achieves high speed wake up and reasonable leakage reduction, it needs customize standard cells for making a virtual ground pin inside each cell with precise characterization data.

Recent Synopsys’s UPF [87] begin to support a column-based PG method. Although the distribution of the power switches is confined beneath the power straps, similar leakage reduction effects and wakeup latency may be achieved when column-based PG method is appropriately applied without the necessity to generate a special set of cells. However, such a method has not been reported in literature for functional units design. A comparative study on our fine-grained PG method and the one supported by UPF will be an interesting research topic.

7.2.3 Reducing the Power Consumption of TLBs on Chip Multiprocessors

Nowadays, the focus of microprocessor design has been shifted to chip multiprocessors (CMPs), even in the field of embedded applications. Study on the leakage-reduction mechanisms of TLBs on chip-multiprocessors will be another interesting research topic. Interaction with other processor cores may change the access pattern of TLBs significantly. In paper [104], authors propose a mechanism to using virtual cache to filter out unnecessary TLB and snoop power consumption. Another potential mechanism to reduce the access frequency of TLBs may be achieved by integrated the bloom filter [105]. With such a mechanism, the TLB which actually contain the virtual address of the broadcast signal will be accessed.
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